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President Constantine W. Cum's, teld
the Murray State University Board of
-at their meetingSaturday that
electricity costs could be $250,000 over
--what has been budgeted for 1978-79.
. He noted that this amount would be
the minimum "if we do nothing but 
continue on the route we're 'going." A
severe winter might make the deficit
much greater.
Curris cited exorbitant rate increases
by the Tennessee Valley Authority as
the reason why electricity bills are
running 100 percent above what they
----Were TWO years ago ifirsougJi,-&---IEk
the university is now using less elec-
tricity per square foot as was used
three or four years ago. •
Murray State is classified as a "large
commercial institution" and pays a
much higher rate than is charged to
residential users, he stated.
Lack of state support for what Curris
said were "documented needs," haA.___
contributed to the financial squeeze:
MSU's request for funds to the Council
on Higher Education was not fully met
by $168,000. This action left it out of the .
governor's budget and, therefore, not .
passed by the state Legislature.
"We are making a concerted effort to
reduce consumption, particularly in the
fall, spring and summer," the president
said. "There is very little we can do in
the winter," he continued.
Steps to be taken by the university
toward this goal are:
— The exploration of the possibility of
rearranging summer schedules to
allow fewer buildings to be used,
thereby reducing air conditioning
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tonight. Highs from the upper 60s
to low 70s. Lows in the low and
mid 50s. Partly sunny with slight
chance of showers by Tuesday
afternoon. Highs in the law and
mid 70s.
the-=urra
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la Onr tleth Year
Curris Says Povver Costs
Threaten MSU's Budget
By DEBBIE N. LEE demands.
— Trying to amend the university's
. contract with TVA. that "at preeent is
not favorable to the university." Curris
said that -the'-universfty would save
$100,000 a year if it paid only for
amount of power used instead 'a/Vie--
minimum demand charge.
— Readjustment of budget items to_
cut back on capital expenditures such
as equipment, some renovation
projects and library books. Curris also
said that he has ordered a freeze on the
filling of some vacancies in the in-
stitution pending a review.
Curds said he views the financial
squeezeln tfireaparis=Wda year, next
year and future years. This year, he.
said, there seems to be no promise of
additional funds. Next year, a sup-
plemental, appropriation from the
Legislature is possible. .
in the future, however, Ciirris said
that state funding to pay electricity
costs is "a moral and legal corn-
._110tMent that Should be ;;:net by ,the
_ people in Frankfort." He noted that it
was a state decision to build tre all-
'electric central heating and cooling
plant on the campus. All other state
• universities except Northern Kentucky*.
Univeristy have coal-fired boilers, -
In another part of his report to the
regents, Curris said that he anticipates
an enrollment exceeding 8,000 students
when final figures are made available
in November. He noted two trends — .a
decline in the number of commuting
students and an increase in the-number'
of part-time graduate students.
Curris also noted that MSU has en-
tered into a two-year cooperative
program with the Henderson County
School System to offer a master's in
education and a 30 hour certificate at
Henderson County. A needs assesament
will be made by the university to see
what.thateacbera-in thiAsystem want,
and the program will then be geared to
the needs ot tM system.
. Rededication cerernonie9 'for Wells
which is scheduled to be com-
pleted-soon, are set- for the morning of
Nov_ _18, the _clay-of -tite-343U-Wasterte
Kentucky football game, according to
Curris.
A restructuring ,of the general
education requirements of the
university will be implemented 18
months from now, Curris said. After, a
review of almost  years. farolty_
committee recommended that a more
structured set of requirements needed
to be adopted.
A minor Ohange in the wording of the
university tenure policy, was proposed
by Curris andapproved by the board.
Curris said that the present wording
discriminates against those who have
taught at Murray State. The amend-
ment would recognize prior service at
MSU in determining the number of
years a person must serve before they
are approved for tenure.
The / board also voted to petition
'g the retirement systems for
,culty and professional staff the same
In all 'universities in the state. At
present, only three institutions —
Northern- Kentucky University,.
University of Kentucky and University
of Louisville — am-0k- Nataystem of
faculty and staff contributing 5 percent
and the state 10 percent to the fund: At
other institutions, including MSU, the
employees contribute. 7;;•2 percent and
the state 7142 percent.
This resolution does not include
service personnel since they; are-
covered by a state retirement system.
City Brush Pick-Up Set
Brush -pick-up in the city of Murray
will begin Nov. 1 and continue through
Dec. 8, according to Jerry Wallace,
sanitation department superintendent.
The city will be covered by sections
as follows:
— All residences north of Main
Street, Nov. 1-10.
— All residences south of Main Street
pnd west of 12th Street, Nov. 13-24.
— All residences south of Main Street
and east of 12th Street, Nov. 27-Dec. 8.
Brush that is not by the street side by
the beginning of the collection perkier
for that area will not be picked up and
will be the' responsibility of the
homeowner, Wallace emphasized.
This collection is only for brush and
does not include leaves, grass cuttings,
construction materials or garbage. In
order to be picked up by city crews, all
brush must be stacked next to the
street. limbs should be cut no longer
than 5 feet. Logs larger than 6 inches in
diameter or 2 feet long should be split
Wallace said that the covering of the
city by sections makes it unnecessary
for residents to call in for the service.
He also stated that advertisements
showing the areas to be collected will be
run about one week prior to the
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ANIMAL SHELTER GRAND OPENING Sandy, a -resident of Calloway County-Vilma! Shelter, seemed a tittle'
reluctant to take part in the official "ribbon cutting" for the shelter Sunda. The dog finally complied by biting the
hot dogs and person i attending the open house toured the new facility. Pictured (from left) is magistrate Dan
Elt 7;tell, Sandy, Eva Crank and Dr. Keith Heim, both representatives of the Calloway County Humane Society. Per-
sons recognized. during the grandopeoing.were fiazzelLaiongsvith magistrates Tommy Bogard anci-Billy_Erwin. fog.-
mer magistrate Ralph Bogard, Edison Miller, Dale Myers, Charles McKenney, Murray Mayor Melvin Henley and
Calloway County judge Executive Robert 0. Miller. • Staff Photo 5v Lowell Atchley
prrolt Narnes Robert O. Miller
To Constitution Advisory Group
- Judge -Robert 0. Miller, County
Judge/Executive of Calloway County,
Kentucky has been appointed-a mem-
ber of the Special Advisory Committee
on the Constitution by Governor
Carroll. • -•
This iernuiittee was formed-by zr
current resolution
of the • 1976
Legislature 'which
directed that a







stitution of Kentucky in an orderly,
comprehensive manner and that such
recommendations be submitted to the
representatives of the General Assem-
21 Try To Amend Tax Bill
MILLER
bly for.' appropriate actions, a
spokesman said.
The reporting date is June 1, 1979 and
the Legislative Research Commission
is to furnish the necessary staff for the
committee.
The committee is made up of Speaker,
William G. Kenton; Sen. Walter Baker ;-
Rep. Joe Clarke; Sen. Bert Ed Pollitte;
Phillip Thompson, Kentuckx`Chamber
of Commerce; Lt. Gov.. Thelma
Stovall; Mack Morgan, Jr., Kentucky
Retail -Federation; Leonard S.-Smith,
AFL-CIP; George Street Boone,
Elkton;
Mrs. Pat Kafoglis, League of Women
Voters Larry Forgy, Louisville; Dr.
Mafy Kay Taxhau, Louisville; Judge
John L. Palmore, Chief Justice,
Supreine Court; Rep. James Dunn,
Pleasure Ridge Park; Mayor James
Amato, Lexington;
Judge Robert 0. Miller, County
Judge/Executive, Murray; Dennis
Nunnelley, Midway; Rep. Aubrey
Williams, Louisville; Katherine Peden,
Hopkinsville; Professor Carolyn Bratt,
Personnel- Records, University of Ken'-
tucky; gene Land, Lexington;
Ms. Pat Lee, President of Kentucky
Woman's Club; Mrs. Martha
Whiteside, Kentucky League of Women
Voters; and Dr. Robert Sexton, Office
fpr Expe4iential Education, University
of Kentucky.
The next meeting of the committee is
set in Frankfort, Kentucky on Monday,
November 6, 1978.
Judge Miller served as a member of
the Constitution Revision Assembly ap-
pointed by GovernotBreathitt in 1962 to
revise the constitution.
Senators Urge Tax Cuts Tied To Spending
By ROBERT PARRY
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — A bipartisan
group of 21 senators urged the Senate
today to tie tax cuts in future years
directly to reductions in federal
spending.
The 21 are trying to amend the Senate
Finance Committee's tax-cut. bill by
allowing new reductions in 1980 through
1983 only if spending does not exceed
the inflation rate plus one percent.
In addition, a tax cut would be
.allowed in 1982 only if the federal
budget is balanced by that time.
The proposal, sponsored chiefly by
Sens. Sam Nunn, D-Ga., Lawton Chiles,
D-Fla., Henry Bellrnon, R-Okla,, and
•
Laker Speech Team Opens Season With Win
Calloway County High Laker Speech
team opened the 1978-'79 season cap-
turing top honors at the Annual
_,Paducah Tilghman High Big Wind
Tournament Saturday.'
. Calloway and Union County High
battled for first with Calloway finally
winning in sweepstakes competition.
The Laker Speech Team compiled 23
points, Union County placed second
with 16, followed by Henry County
High, Paris, Tenn., with 12 points. The
Laker debate team came in fourth in
ebate while Huntsville eaptureel first
pla
'Me'iThers winning individual honors
were Kin1s,Weatherford, second in
original oratcky; Less Hoke, fourth in
dramatic se;toui;ssMeleah Paschall,
first in girl's 4ktemporaneous
speakfiig; Chuck Willltil'as, first in
boy's extemporaneous Jenlse Boyd
captured a second place in gir ex-
temporaneous while Danny Lamb t
a second place in boy's ex-
temporaneous speaking'
Other Laker finalists in the tour-
nainent Included Marcia Cunningham,
Debbie Hooks, Julie Gargus and James
-Bibb.
r The Calloway County- High Laker
' Speech Team, coached by. Larry
England,. will compete in another
toernament -4h4. 24.  —1150111341141111-ver IT.
- i
' WittiNtlxiG. The Calloway County WO- taker Ziii.4-  team openeti 441--yearts 11'044 by wirmink trip
honors at the annual-Paducah Tilghman High gig Wind, Tournament on Saturday. The local team finally won in
_ssveepstakevompetido ver Union County High. The team, coached by tarry England, will compete in anpther.. - .
• . • sum Photo By Debhie IL tat ,
•
William Roth, R-Del., would not affect
the Finance Committee's proposed tax
cuts for 1979.
Sponsors estimate the plan would,
over the four-year period, give ad-
ditional tax cuts totaling $453 to a
typical fourmember family earning
$20,000 a year.
While the Senate works on taxes this
week, the House will consider President
C-arter's long-delayed energy package.
Both houses hope to adjourn for the
year on Saturday.
Byrd scheduled, a cloture vote today
aimed at preventing unrelated
proposals from being attached to the
$29.7 billion tax cut bill, which has
become the biggest Senate roadblock to
adjournment.
If the cloture motion fails, dozens of
amendments seeking to reshape the bill
would have to be considered. Some
amendments represent last-ditch ef-
forts by senators to save nontax
proposals that would otherwise die,
when the session ends.
After the Senate passes a tat cut bill,
it must still be reconciled with the
House version, which calls for $16.3
billion in tax reductions. Carter has
hinted that he might veto anything
above $20 billion to $21 billion.
The Senate was also scheduled to vote
today on two noncontroversial parts of
the long debated energy program --
energy oonservation and electric rate
structures. Expected Senate approval
41 
could set the stage for final House
action on the energy package later in
the week.
House-leaders hope to combine those
two sections with the natural gas and
coal conversion bills, which have
; already won final Senate paskage2By
presenting the four sections as one
package, the leaders hoptto reduce 014
chances for opponents to defeat• the
controversial natural .gas -pricing
-section. _ .
Senate conference committee, although
chances for its passage. have
brightened in recent weeks.
Legislation facing a doubtful future in
the scheduled last week of the session
includes the president's hospital cost
containment program, the Humphrey-
Hawkins "full employment" act, labor
law revision, a sunset bill, an ethics bill
and the Alaska lands bill.
'Breath Of Life'
Drive Under Way.
"Millions of lung-damaged children
need your help to -find a cure and
control for Cystic Fibrosis, the most
serious genetic disease of children,"
said Dr. 13i1,1 Whittaker, Chairman of
the "Breath of Life" Campaign in
Murray which will take place this week,
Oct. 9-14. The campaign in Hazel will be
the same dates under the direction of
Rev. Frank Brad.
Presently there is-no known cure for
Cystic-Fibrosis, a genetic disease which
clogs the lungs causing breathing
difficult and other disorders. The
average life expectancy- of a Cystic
Fibrosis victim is 14 years,, a
spokesman said.
The Cystic Fibrosis Foundation funds
more than 120 diagnostic and treatment
Centers nationwide. The Foundation
• alsp supports research through_ grants
and fellowships made to scientists
committing themselves to studies
related to Cystic Fibrosis.
In the past, each year' of research
towards a cure of Cystic Fibrosis has
increased the average life expectancy
of C-F victims by an additional year.
When a volunteer comes to your door
for the -Breath of Life" campaign for
.cystic Fibrosis. give your. support .or
send your contribution directly to the
• area office at the Cystic Fibrosis
A tlithaatatUicenergy..package_-_, flea lrin,_ liocart- ter- 4141:-B4show-7--.
energy taxes designed to encourage Lane, Louisville, KY. 40218, said Dr.











Mr. and Mrs-, . Johnny
Williams of Route One,The South Pleasant time 
Hernando-----are 
tho
Homemakers Club will netel
Wednesday, Oct. ff- irtin 441 4443'
a.m. at the home of Mrs. luta
Hutson for a workday. Each
member is asked to bring a
dish for the luncheon. -
Donna • Jaokson, president,
- presided at the September
meeting held at the Trianglt
Orr giving
the- Bosse on "The Look 0!
FaBrashions."
Clare Jean Paschall
presented a lesson or:
iota "Cooking Tips To Avoid
Mrs.Jackson reported .onAT UDC of officers of the Williams Chapter of the the County Council meeting,
United Daughters of the Confederacs are pictured at the recent luncheon held at-the County Annual Day, and Area
rooris-aUffse fareples Bank. They are, left to right Mrs. John I tivesay, Mrs. _
LUNCHEON Some the J.N.
lner Cla %ton Mrs. Leonard Vauglin,lWri. Sidney McKinney, Mes:Wr• Z. Carter, and Miss Others . present, not
previottenttoned, were
Justine Story, Ellen Orr,
Delpha Taylor, Imogene
Paschall, Nina Craig, Viola
M R eynolds, Clovis lanes,
thellnited Daughters of the
tertfederacy opened its new
:Season with a potluck lun-
cheon held on Wednesday,
Sept. 20, at the community
-teem of the Peoples Bank.
-nth and Chestnut Streets.
:=. Mrs. Inez Claxton, incoming
•*resident of the chapter.
AikL4rded-anct led-inthe-ptedge
the flag of the United States
ind the salutes to the Ken-
itacky flag and the Con-
...federate flag. Dr.  Mildred




cates of membership for
.14 new members-Mrs.
:Darrell Michell. Mrs. N. A.
:Ezell. Mrs. Hal Shipley. Miss
'Caren Shiply, Mrs. Beverley
"lush. and Miss Denise
Piener. Miss. •Nance reported
:that several other prospective
:members are completing
.110Paraiiiii• that Mrs---:Williarn
Paul Bale of the former
jp,bristian County Chapter bad
requested reinstatement_. to
become a member of the J. N•
Williams Chapter. •
The group voted that Mrs.
Timothy Graves of the New
Concord community be made
an associate member of the
chapter until her papers of
- membership can be corn-
, pleted. Mrs. John J. Livesay,
past president and now
chapter vice-president in
charge of insignia, invited
those whc v4sh to purchase
Staff Photo by to lorkeen
Opening Luncheon
Jessie Baker, Peggy Lassiter,
and Sherrie Paschall.
Zachary Dyer, weighing eight
pounds nine ounces; born on
Tuesday, Oct. 3, at 7:48 p.m.
at the Methodist Hospital,
Memphis, Tenn..
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. BecleWilson and the late
James F. Williamat and 'Mr.
and Mrs. Ben Dyer of Sturgis,
formerly of Murray. Great
grandmothers are Mrs -Cress
Spann, Murray, and Mrs. S. F.
Moore, Memphis, Tenn. '
Indian lotus seeds have been
kndik_n_ IQ _etrintaa.te when








Q. Mr. D. M. writes,
"Some mouths ago.l.realL
Improved vaccines are
now available against var.
Iowa forms of pneumonia.
After that, I have sena no
other information.
"As we are approaching
the fall and whiter-sew--
sons, I am wondering if I
should bavt such -st_ vacci-
nation because 'I have
chronic bronchial trouble
and fear I am more likely
to get pneumonia than the
average person."
A. You are correct that,
after years of research and
testing, a safe and effec-
tive vaccine for prevention
of pneuinococcal Rrifutrio-
nia is now availsitre for
_general use by the public. 
This new proddct is
known as polyhaccharide
vaccine ( Pneumovax ) and
is prepared by concentrat-
ing Alio- outer- -or clpalti'L'
part (polysaccharides) of
the pneumococcus. These
stimulate a higher degree
-Uninuisity and are offer.-
tive Against about 80 per-
cent of the types of pneu-
mococci (14. of the most
prevalent) that produce se-
rious infections.
The vaccine should not
-btvgiven to children under
two years of age, to preg-
nant women (effects on the-
fetus are yet unknown), or
to persons who are known'
to be hypersensitive to the
contents of the vaccine.
The vaccine is recom-
mended _particularly for
the following:
- persons 50 years of age
or older;.   
- sufferers with ithiNonic
Illnesses, such as diabetes
mellitus, sickle cell dis-
ease, bronchitis, emphyse-
ma, and heart, kidney, ner-
vous, or liver diseases;
- Cages in which__the
spleen is not functioning or
has been removed:
- persons who have their'
immunity suppressed in-,
cancer treatment;
- residents in chronic,
care facilities.
ImMunity Is established .
'about one month after vac-
cination. It usually Anises
a local soreness, redness at
the site of injection, and
-.occasionally a slight rise in --
temperature for a few
hours. One injection ap-
pears to give protection for
three to five years, but it is
not known at this . time
whether revaccination
may be required at a later
time.
In spite of modern treat-
ment with antibiotics and'
sulfa drugs, pneumococcal
pneumonia kills about
50,000 persons annually in
the United States. Vaccina-
tions can prevent most of
these deaths and  reduce 
dlazibffiTy from-this serious
disease.
ritts.t,,zroy fr,r them soon: _ will he beld-Oct., ft and 7 at the
• Miss Karen Shipley, now a Ramada Inn, Lexington. Mrs.
student, at Murray State Leonard Vaughn and Mrs.
University. was introduced as Sidney McKinney will
the latest winner df one of the represent the J. N. Williams
-UDC Scholarthips. For this chapter as delegates to the
honor she competed with convention.
applicants from all states of Attending the luncheon were
the United States, as well as Mesdames -Claxton, Livesay,
chapters in France, England, Vaughn, McKinney, Edward
Mexieo and Brazil. Only-nine- -Davls, W. 2-Carter, 1. a,
scholarships were available. • .Chambers, N. A. Ezell, Ray •
The scholarship winner is -Munday, Lois, Sammons,
the daughter of the Rev. and Douglas Shoemaker, Charlie
Mrs. Hal Shipley, formerly of Stubblefield, Dr. Mildred
Calloway County. Her father Hatcher, Dr. Helene Visher,
is now pastor of a Baptist Miss Karen Shipley, and Miss _
Church at Gracey. Her Maude Nance, members; Mr.
maternal grandparents are and Mrs. Bill Boyd of the
Mr. and Mrs. N. A. F.ell of Peoples Bank, Mrs. J. B.
Murray. Burkeen of the Murray Ledger
Mrs. Claxton announced di Times, and Dr. Harvey
that the Kentucky convention Elder.
Pottertown Horneinakers Club To'
Meet- Wednesday, Colonial House
shoes with straps, and high
heels will-be-in the vogue in
the shoe fashlon. Long scarves
and lots of jewelry, and hats
• will be good fashion ac- ,
cessories for fail wear.
The recreational chairman,
Dorothy Simon, directed
games. Group singing was led
by Lurene Cooper who read
the scripture from
Ecclesiastes 3:1.
Reports were given by
Shirley Werts. Jean Cloar,
county agent in home
economics, explained the
. reading plan under the
cultural arts program, and
announced coming events for
the fall season.
Old sunshine friends were
revealed with gifts being
exchanged.
Members present were
.-Gussie Adams, Lucy Alder-
dice, Bobbie Cook, Lurene
Cooper, Mary Gertzen, Robbie
Harrison, Lottie Hurt, Katie
Overcast, Payte Overcast, Ola
Outland, Reba Jo Roberts,
Emma Lou Shelby, Louise
Short, Dorothy Siinon, Lois
Srhith, Mildred Thompson,
-Ruby Tucker, Shirley Werts,
Ruth Weston, and Dolore.s
Zinkovich. Jean (boar was a
guest.
The PottertoWn •
Homemakers Club- will meet
Wednesday. Oct. 11, at ten
a.m. at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord: Dues will be
collected for the coming year.
At the September meeting
held at the Smorgasbord,
Lottie Hurt, clothing chair-
man, presented the lesson on
• 'The Look of Fall." She
showed pictures to illustrate
many of the new fall fashions,
including the slender look for
legs and skirts with lots of
gathers and fullness in the
blouses and dress tops.
Mrs. Hurt said that boots,








For Program Information, Please Call 753-3314 ----
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We're not ust another
pretty -face.or"
•
You can't eat the decorations. •
We're in business because we think you would
like some interesting flavors in a different atmosphere.„
So, say hello to our new lunch menu.
We think youll like what you find inside,
and we think you're worth it.
'
'••••
FIVE POINTS - MURRAY KY
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• • •• 'Orr are • r lb Wore cookme
410511 fro., included)
I etto• tomato pickle onsin -
all 
iturger Burger b""le"
CheiSseburger ' 1 95
1 85
anad:an eacB on awBurgesebuer..---1:ger 2 235
Mushroom Burger -215
Steak thin •-jor rot-herr tn Sits 2 75.
• frOrrl. Mt( PS
Chopped Sirloin- 'rri it, =Ines
,Plus reap slaw. 2051 ,
Salad Bar ,,,th Awn* en .• • 95
)711=AFEENIalillt




I „,d Shrimp (II swat ,as . 2 25
• rd Shrimp (3)Sied& aid 120
. • W•i!i
STEAKS \I
(Includes Steak FIA• and Salad tte)
.bey, -10 oz
T-800! - 16 oz
Filet Mignon.-8









Chopped Sirloin-'h lb 215
Meg • um, dr tow tn.. & •retate Anne
Tuna Salad Sendwich
I.,.,, sed < Aimee.
Filet Mignon-Sot
ree• free mei 011•0 %Free









try these dehrottats /terns -
Int only pehnres nitYre
hiplituneTrepe (1)
ihrenp and Inhely.
le • • mime seafood Owe •
•
Add 70
stroganoff Crepe (U. • • .4d25
Neel,. ye/0i el bart t•ndreiran
***airrtatiarawa ••• terf •
f hoice of Soup • AAA 25
Horn Quiche • ma 75
Seefood Qutchy
4, I 01”to
held on Wednesday,")cLU, at • " • 'a • a:04 a•t•t•terr-*,m. at the Ho4day Inn, .1412, ..tig • ;r• ak
MurraY, according to -Anna :tizz*.
*-17- Frost.' ' ' ' .0.0;11 , • • •• • . • • #










Ornelatte with ham r heese
onion a. green peppers 2 25
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pam Qui( he Soup 180
Seafood QUI( he Soup 200
Ham Quiche 8 Salad-tau 1.40
Se.alood Quiche 8 Salwd Bar 320
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..,,• i.• and stv0 few.
Peanut Butter & teily Sand
oral& Inv
Fried Chicken •
br••• vent leg 11 'Free tn..
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Ladies Luncheon
Planned At Club
The women of the Murray
Country Club rill have guest
day on Wednesday, Oct. 11, at
the ladies day luncheon at
noon at the club. These may be
in town guests.
Patsy Oakjey will be
chairman of the hostesses who
include Marilyn Adkins,
Beverly Spann, Nancy
Whitmer, Beth Belote, Dew
Drop Rowlett, Nancy Adams,
F.thy, Burchfield, Ellie
Christopher, and Alice Fitch.
Bridge rill be at nine a.m.
With Pat Thompson, Patsy




The Murray Area Women
• have been invited to attend the
orientation meeting of the
Christian Women's Club to be
headquarters representative,
-
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"The First Ifiatrict is. theeompleted. --Ite-wite pan.- -after Ilea-slag-Dr. Joseph -L.
dunomum - darkness, raw
steaks, and cemplaining of-
ficers.
Now our Modern kitchen,
equipped to serve 200 persons,
sits idle because, to run it, We
go in the red - we just can't
make ends meet. It's a shame,
too. It is the only such place -
beautiful inside- and out,
4mplevarking space and in a
private location.
The only paid help is the
"Keeper of The Keys", Sadie
Nell Jones. Of course we have
to pay the house cleaning
duties and keeping the yard. population of our state; we f},,,
pace we pad a hostess and .. tank 23rd in population;• -sun in the, very heart, of-
crew-of workers who served have 120 counties and 'America''the civic organizations ac-
It is bounded on the east,
,cording to their wishes,
prepared refreshments for the
10 departments of the Murray
Woman's club, even
arranging chairs aiRf
equipment for meetings:- -
Now we are limited to coffee
or tea, that, we make our-
selves, and we arrange the.
folding chairs for a meeting
and replace them at the end of
the meeting.
But we are meeting the
situation "unitedly" and we
are determined not to "fall."
For instance, the Delta
DepartMent met Tuesday
night with an average at-
tendance and seemed to enjoy
the work partiCipation.
Members showed 110 disap-
pointment when coffee'-only
Welcome to. . .
north and west by rivers, and
on the south by mountains.
Only one boundary line is not a
natural one. It is a portion of
southern boundary that rims
westward from the mountains
acroSs the Delta low lands to
the Mississippi.
'Within the natural boun-
daries in Kentucky, shaped
like the mouldboard of a
hillside turning plow, Ken-
tucky is neither southern,
eastern or western - It.is the
core of America. if these
United States can be called a




We let personal benefit
hinder. i our being united on
projecrs for us locally as well
as stately. How many times
have we defeated efforts to get
our constitution rewritten?





Today is last day to make
reservations for the dinner
theatre, "A Thurber Car-
nival," ‘at_lIaliday- Inn for
Thursday, Oct. 12. Call 759-
1752.
Dorothy Moore Circle of
First Presbyterian Church'
will meet at the home of Sarah
Hotter at 7:30p.m.
Singles Unlimited will Meet_at 7:30-p.m.
Reservations for the guest
day for the ladies day lun-
cheon at the Murray Country
Club for Wednesday should be
made today with Patsy
--Oakley-luncheon chairman.
First United Methodist
Church Women will meet in
the senior youth.room at seven
- --Recrea n- for--senior
citizens led by Lee Gamble,
SILVER SPRING, Md. ( AP) Skating party for youth of Murray State student, will be
- The natural fabrics of spring Church of Christ will be at at Ellis Center from nil to nine
and summer - cotton and silk skating- rink with -sixth p.m. Call 753-0929 _ by three
natural - wool. But wool, like 
'graders and younger from six p.m. for transportation.- are giving way to the winter
to eight p.m. and seventh
4a4a4-31 ialariea; needs aP toe-- graderstenpenaljd older from eight
cial Cleaning and handling •
care, says Charles R. Riggott
of the International Fabricare
Institute. Baptist Young Women of
"Wool warm and comfort_ Memorial Baptist Church will
able to wear because it readily meet at the home of Margaret
absorbs moisture without mak- Wilkins, 1703 Plainview, at
Mg the wearer feel cold. It re- seven p.m.
sists wrinkling and holds
creases and shape very well,"
.says Riggott, executive -vice
president of 'the association of
professional launderers and
dry cle aners.
Riggott offers these tips for
the care and handling of wool
garments, to give you added
years of wear and good looks:
-Allow yobr __wool garments
to air before hanging them in
the closet, to freshen them
after wearing.
=Hang them on shaped hang-
ers to allow your wools to re-
tain their natural _shape and
prevent sagging. Knitted woo-
lens shoeld be folded and
stored in drawers.
-Have them cleaned before
they become too soiled. Per-
spiration -can build up in the
underarm area, change thecol-
or of the garment and break
down the fibers. This weakens
the area and can cause rips
and tears.
-Clean your - wools before
storing them for the warm
Months. 'Research has shown
that moths and silverfish attack
fibers more vigorously when
food stains are left on gar-
ments.
Wool ofitained from sheep is
the most widely used and du-
rable of the wools on the mar-
ket, Riggott says. But don't
overlook the -luxury wools such
as mohair, angora, cashmere
and_camel„ hair, he adds, al-
though they need even more
specialized care than sheep's
wool.
The beauty and softness of
these fine wools add a very
special touch to a winter ward-
robe, he notes.
A cashmere sweater selected
as an accessory for a new fall
suit, for example, is an in-
vestment that will bring divi-
dends of good looks tor years.
Homemakers Clubs Will
meet as follows: Countryside
with Joyce Houston at ten
a.m.; Coldwater with Mrs.
Dewey 
at twin,
New Providence with Patsy
Pittman and Paris Road with
Topsy Brandon, both at one
p.m.
Ruth Warren Group of
Sinking Spring Baptist Young
Women will meet with Judy
Dexter- Senior Citizens will
meet at ten a.m. at the Dexter
Center.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
activities by the Murray
Senior Citizen.s with devotion
at 10:05 a.m., lesson on
making pot holders from a 
Mettle Bell Hays Circle -of wash Cloth by Lillie Miller at
10:30 a.m., lunch at noon, and
band practice at one p.m.
ZW'm°3 n 98 Health-wise
By Marylou Blosser, R.N..
PIZZA & SPAGHETTI
-
it has come to be remembered attend the First District
nationally as well as hem. meeting October 12 at Ken- constitution." (I've heard that
An illustration at han41j1* tucky Dam Village and enter 
capitol clock is stopped before
itcurtailment of the services of 'handmade articles in the 
reaches midnight on the
the. Murray Woman's Club contest. Mary Louise Outland 
final day in order to finish
house. Since the inflation has and Mary Lou Lassiter are 
what was in the hopper ).
caught us, the club has ceased contest chairwomen. 
We are violating the salary
stipulation of the constitutionMiss Rubythe serving of meals to the
civic organizations that ILO Simpson Remembered  
which says that no salary shall
$been the custom almost as A deceased member, Miss 
--exceed 9,000. We can think or-
long as the house has existed. Ruby Simpson, and a long 
several state salaries that
In the retiort made in 1946 the time member of the-Delta exceed that 
amount.
kitchen report showed the club Department and former head
had served thousands of plates of Lhe home economic
and most of the service, department of Murray State,
__cooking, eeea fling. serving, __ _was bortored- --by-- ai---nioney
and upkeep was done by the contribution to the MSU
club members without pay. Scholarship memorial in her
Serving . the military honor. This gift was followed
organizations at Murray State sby silent prayer.
and Camp Tyson was one of Program By Dr. Rose.7-7
the main obligations the club Louise Swann, chairman,
assumed- stibnite' iiy. Orr une- 'introduced- Georgia Adams
occasion the club had booked a who gave the devotion. The
steak dinner to the soldiers at first part was a poem asking
Camp Tyson. The kitchen had that we be "Observers" of all
one stove which could not things. She closed with a
provide energy or space for prayer by Peter Marshall,
100 soldiers. So many portable "For a Stronger Faith."
broilers were attached to the Dr. Joseph L. Rose
electric hookup the fuses blew - Speaks
before the steaks were And we needed that prayer
The constitution also says
that black and white children
shall be educated in separate
buildings. And we have beaten
-ourselves weary to end
segregation!
It seems ridiculous that our
legislature meets 60 days
every other year. "There's no
possible way to run a state
bimitipss_ an. this basis", said
the speaker.
Found Us Guilty
He pricked our censcinece:
"Most of us don't write our
legislators; we don't give
money to political clubs and
etc. Our voting record is bad.
Only 37 per cent voted in the






was toned by hostesses
Clarice Sparktnan, Sue
Fairless, Bertie, Vaughn
"United We Stand Howton, Frances Sexton,
bitterness with its strip minesDivided We Fall" Robbie Uddberg and Roberta
that leaves the land orphanMy observation is that the 'Tarry,
r inflation is in Many ways like Delta members Plan -111- bind - barren and lakes our taxthe Depression. You note that cooperate' in the collection of money to repair the damage.
The stale legislature runsI eopj4eligg•-i Depression,.. for altirn intim containers, to- -
things. It often ignores the
''The broad form deed -
which concerns itself with the
mineral rights has caused
about worst 'Kentucky in the State on voting•
Your State - What are record. Seventy five per centYou
Going to Do about It?" He it- didn't choose to vote in the last
associate professor in Murray Carroll Hubbard race. Ken-
State in the political science tucky ranks 49th in the 50 state
in her voting record.departmant.- lie sat while he
talked from well organized, But There's Good
right-to-the-point notes.
He mentioned some things
that we know about our state:
blue grass, the state bird, our
motto, state song, state flower
- the golden rod (Ker Char!)
and that ours was the 15th to
enter the union.
He quoted 3:4 million as the
Louisville is our largest city.
What Are "
Our Problems?
"Only Georgia and Texas
have more counties that we
-have. We have. too much
county government.. .we don't
need 120 counties with that
many county officers - judges,
jailers, sheriff, clerks and
etc. was his opinion:
How To Solve
Our Distress -
-Ask legislators to abolish
some of the counties. It
wouldn't save money but it
would be spent more wisely;
Change the constitution. We
violate it in many instances."
He named several counties
that did not measure up- to
12,000 people but said that
Calloway was safe with 30,000
Health Hints for Beautiful
Nails • •
Everyone likes to have
beautiful nails. It takes such a
little efforkto have strong and
beautiful mills, Here are some
nail hints. Try them faithfully
and watch your neils grow. _
c2fned Beef on Rye . - . 
quickly-and be stronger than
3 they ever have been. '-,
LUNCHEON MENU
2 Crunch  
fInvaled bOneirt, thnican IMP& 'roes skald tomato
3 Ham Steak on Rye $1.95
A 1•414,01./S DOt'O' O renal,* r 4 ham •nd r/•••Of %WM cheese wryer/ win r
oof .0jp tha day
4
VVEIGHT-WAtCHERS LUNCHEON SPECIAL
So, 11 ,beve Oeach h.If witfr




"We've plenty of water and
change of scenery." And we
agree with Dr. Rose. "No one
person has summarized what
Kentucky is all about better
than Jesse Stuart, Kentucky's
poet lureate in his poem "This
Is My Land,' which reads;
'Kentucky is my land. It is a
place between the wind and
wrth 40A• OP &It uriss cheese. and .010 soup ot the than 1. Forget about using Ile
quid nail polishes and cuticle
' remover . Mailharliening
polishes included):
2. Use a good hand lotion
after each time your hands
5 Fish. & Chips  $1.85
V rdte bah 6116/. Alan and Innakpoppoei non
- ,
6 The Best Hamburger on Town $1.75
A ',pc, quern.. patinallit bee, on • POOP. .•••/ 5j,'dn.,,ary amp, •,••,0
( ?WI* addlAit( Upell.PIPPlielf
7 Spaghetti - Lovers belight . . . .$2.95
44.454.4.• }DON.? fr IfIrt(Afti radh OUP 1A‘ty hornomada moat $Jto, • a,/ •
Wed front 04A1004 4144
•
8
OUR FAMOUS SALA'? BAR, ALWAYS A FAVORITE
A meal)itself 0141.4 $2.25
(,ne ram Through POra,
.9 French.Dip' . . . .
Hoe Cps. Pee/ on °roil Onr$1, tread *nth leak User
WE OPEN FOR LUNCH' Al MOO EVERY DAY
$2.25
W. hove o Orovoto 111.1.io0 room that *Ill soot_ up to 40 0190%
Tf. vestal for the Lie of 01. mom, so do (teem,. 'KOS you pot
IN• con preporis special items fof lorgir groups -foot-golf Teams of club
Waving, " The normal tie for tn. wolS•011, 6 15 esicost of the meal iTtp
Is no? included in the elite of 0s6 meal
have been tin, water.
3. Invest in a jar or tube of
paste polish for fingernails.
and a chamois buffer. Use the-
paste polish about 'dnee
week. The buffer should be
used frequently. Every day, ie
not too often.
4. When using an emery
board, file the nail in one
direction only-from the
4.." •
• Monday, October 9
Parents Anonymous will
meet at Immanuel LuthPran
Church, 15th and Main
Streets. Murray. at_ TO_
For information call 759-1792
or 753-9281.
Recovery, Inc., will ineet'at
'Health Center, North Seventh
and Olive Streets, Murray, at
7:30 p.m.
Sigma Department of
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at 7:-30-
p.m. with Dr. Chad Stewart to
give the program on
"Exercise."
Murray State- Shield
Photegrapher will be at
Wile= Hall, first floor, Wore'
8:30 a.m. to noon and one to
,fotir p.m.,- weektley_ through
Oct. 20.
Wool Needs
Sp e tiat Ctilt
•
Tuesday, October 10
Murray _High School Band
Alumni will .have an
organizational meeting at the
high school band room at 6:30
p.m. For information call
Carol Yates.
Elm Grove Baptist Church
Women will meet at the
'Chitchat 1:30p.m.
Circles of First United
Methodist Church Women will
meet as follows: Alice Waters
with Mrs. Kathleen Dunn,
Maryleona Frost with Mrs.
Robert Douglas, both at 9:30
a.m.; Bessie Tucker at
Calloway County Library 'at
- ten a.m.; Faith-Doran ii
senior youth room at two p.m.
Milrray Star 'Chapter Nu:
433 Order of the Eastern Star
will meet at the Masonic Hall
at 7:30 p.m.
Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women are
scheduled to meet at Seven
p.m.
Murray TOPS • Club-will.
meet at Health Center at
seven p.m.
• :
Quota Club is scheduled to
meet at Triangle len at twelve
noon.
Today is last day to make
reservations fOr the dinner
theatre, "A Thurber Car-
nival," at Holiday Inn for
Frkday, Oct. 13. Call 759-1752..
Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet as
follows: I with Mrs. Novella
Morgan at nine a.m.; H with
Mrs. Will Rose gt ten a.m.;  III
with Mrs.' E. C. Jones at two
Tuesday, October le
Callaway County High Band
Boosters Club will meet at
eight p.m. in the band room at
S•allowAY   4.11.1.mStA44 1/
following the seventh . and
eighth grade band practice.
Wednesday, October 11
Homemakers Clubs will
meet as follows: Pacers with
Florene Shoemaker at 9:30
a.m.; Harris Grove with Mrs.
Howard Wendt it one p.m.;
New Concord with Mrs. Ed
Davis at one p.m.; Puttertown
at Colonial House
Smorgasbord at , ten a.m.;
South Pleasant Grove with
Mrs.Iuta Hutson at ten a.m.
Organizational meeting of,
Christian Women's Club will
be at Holiday Inn, Murray, at
ten a.m. Call Anna Fro* 7_59: _
1766 for information.
Murray Bass Club is
scheduled to meet at Triangle
Inn-at4-:30wn. the eherch at sevenparr.
Citeles of F t United
Methodist Chur omen will
meet as folio Wesleyan
with Marjorie , Ruth
Wilson with Mrs. C. W. Jones,
end Hannah, place- het an-
flounced, all at 7:30 p.m.
Today is last day to make
reservations for the dinner
theatre, "A Thurber Car-
nival," at Holiday Inn. for
Saturday, Oct. 14. Call 758-
1752.
-
Women of the Murray
Count' y Club will have guest-- -
day at the ladies luncheon at
twelve noon at the club. Patsy
Oakley is chairman of the
--hostesses.
Bowling for senior citizens











Open 7 a.m 106 p.m.


















ON HANGERS OR FOLDED
EA.
U- hr$41 99
eoroer of the nail to the point
on ezte.h side of the nail. Try
keeping twOls fairly short. File
broken nalie immediately&
Make a habit. ef doing your
nails once a week:-
This neil routine work,
of course, but it is verrsim-
portant to take a nutritiod
well-balanced itieLalso. (Don't. -
forget the fruit juices for good
nail nutrition.) EoraPht about
drinking gelatin for long nails
-these few hail hints really




after a WELCOME WAGON call.
As your Hostess, it's my job to help you maks the
most of your new neighborhood Our shopping areas.
.Community opportunities. Spacial attraction. -twit al facts
to save you tiMe and money. • ,
Plus a basket of sins for your family.














It's almost impossible to live without stress. Job pressures, family
problems, money. worries, these are just some of the stress-causing
eve& that can leave you "all-wound-up in knots-.
In itself stress is not necessarily bad and if used properly it can
help you accomplish more: But too much stress or chronic
over-stress can lead to health problems, like hypertension,
ulcers, rheumatoid arthritis and even heart disease.. .
That's why i's important to learn to help
control stress. One of the best-Wags is simply
to set aside some time everyday to relax. By
-*aming to relax, you learn to relieve un-
'..necessary stress.. It'll help you be happier
and healthier: •
Staying healthy is the best kind of
health tare - and theieast expensive.
You can help by taking care of yourself.
At Blue Croes and Blue Shield and
Delta-Dental of Kentucky we're con-
cerned about rising health care
costs. That's why we're working
with consumers, dentists, physi-
clans and hospitals to find
ways to hold costs doUin.
Write us for information on
enrolling inZuality health care
prepayment plans,, For a five .
booklet on Stfess (iitnit one)
write c/o "Stress Booklet"
at the following address: BliNt„,
Cross and Blue Shield and
Delta. Dental of Kentucky.
9901 Linn Station Road.
itY40233.
We want you to stay heathy.
••.••
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A Salute To A
 Enduranei
• ---A-- -young Murray -Stitt. •
graduate, Dick Stacey, of
Paducah, displayed admirable
determination lnd stamina
recently by completing 1,123
holes of golf withirione week.
reason behind Stacey's
feat, in addition to possibly
ting his name into the Guinness
Book qt-Fre-cords, was to raise
money for the upcoming
, Paduqah Lions Club-WPSD 
cerebral palsy telethon.
During the grueling week,
which exacted a toll on his
ankles, feet, mind and the rest-
oT his body, Stacey wrote his
_name_ into-_the.--bistory of the
Jackson Purchase. For those
wbei-o•Wrved pbrtinns of his
marathon round, the picture Of
him striding doggedly ahead
through fatigue ant. pain will
not be erased quickly. - •
.According to his unck,_,E.K.
,Stacey of Stacey's Used Cars in
_Murray, young_ Dick has 
always displayed a con-
-siderable competitive nature.
As a distance runner on his high
-sc-hool--track-team,
much more than necessary that
his physician had to order him
to back off, E.K. reports.
We join Paducah and the rest
. of the Jackson Purchase in
Saluting -a-magnificent feat of
courage and endurance.
The Newspapers
This is the story of , an in.; newspaper.'
digrianT -Wornab-,-- aliidke4iiitid— -A few how b befuie shewds to
the newspapers. . --- . -,_-----. appear in court Tuesday, the
*The woman, Mrs. Frances judge backed down and
Savage of Norfolk, Va., got dismissed the contempt
Mad after she went down to citation.
Norfolk Traffic Judge Vernon The learned judge is un-
D. Hitchings court to testify on
a traffic charge brought again-
st her husband. She was ap-
palled when the judge disposed
of the case without hearing her
husband and other witnesses.
She said so in an angry letter to
a Norfolk newspaper. •
court 4 chatge
_potential ,sentence
'days in jail. For writing
to anewspaper!
Mrs: Savage went to the
newspapers.
• Needless to say, there was
hell to pay in Norfolk when the
- story broke that Judge Hit-
• chings was threatening to put a
. -58-year-old grandmother in jail
for writing a letter to a
derstandably reluctant to meet
the press and explain his views
on the subject of freedom of
speech, but he has been quoted
as saying that under Virginia
law he had the right to have
Mrs. Savage hauled into court
. as a "clear and present danger
The day after her letter ap- to the judicial efficiency of the
Pea_red, she_was handed a  sum- Cpllet - and the judge."
mon3; ,signed by Judge Hit- Significantly it is a "right" the
chings,2m4ering her to appear judge -did not choose to test in
in court an -fcontempt  of the full, hot glare of publicity.
t carried a •The public often takes its
to. 10 newspapers (or leaves them)
'for:granted, and rightly-MC The
etter.4... principle of a free press is
deeply imbedded in our society.
But we hope our readers will
fo ye us a bit of pride if we
ask m to ponder this
question:
What would have happened to
Mrs. Frances Savage if there







FRANKFORT, Ky. (API - If your
family's income is moderate and your
. credit rating is .good, but high interest
rates and tight money markets are-
keeping you from buying a home, you
may be able to turn to the Kentucky ,
-Housing Corporation for help.
, The corporation was established by
the 1972 General Assembly to provide
financing for low-and moderate income
h ()using .
The agency markets bonds to provide
new money for single-family mortages
hacked by the Federal Housing
Administration or Veterans
"Administration, with rates below
conventional rates.
Your income must not exceed $15,000,
adjusted for family size. You can add
$1.000 for head of household and $750 for
each child. For a family of four, that
„works out to a $17,500 maximum. F
In 36 Eastern Kentucky.. counties,
where housing costs are higher than in
other parts of the state, the maximum
income limit before adjustment is .
$16,500
. The legislature did not intend the
housing corporation to compete with
Ihe 'private sector in the mortgage.
lending business, and so it required the
agency to determine that loans it
proposes to make have been refused in
writing by private money lenders
Securing a rejection letter from a
financiatinstitution may take'from two
to three weeks, although some Realtors
say they have . Worked out
arrangements,: for obtaining"- written
IlQuee of rsjection marl. quickly-
The hodiing agency is considering
proposals to assist mere moderate
income families in qualifying for loans.
-WV Rititatilifffily11815fterrnffettletalr
to determine whether to change income
limtUrto get more pedple involved in the
PrOgr am.
, And the KHC board will consider
another proposal later this month that
would 'make additional low-cost
financing available to low-and
moderate income families through
private lenders.
The housing agency would sell bands
and lend the money to private financial
institutions who would in turn make
conventional loans af 'rates lower than
conventional interest rates.
Ir approved by the board, many
savings and-loans institutions who shied
away from FHA-VA loans are expected
to seek the additional funding, since
such loans would not involve the federal
red tape associated with the FHA-VA. .
program.
If you think you might qualify tors
housing corporation loan, you can ask
your Realtor, savings and loan or local
bank ()Meet for details or write directly
to the Kentucky Housing Corporation in
Frankfort.
Murray Ledger & Times
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Editor .. PAP- Ili *Cut( heon
The Murray Le*/ fli.1111100 la published
every afternoon Pulpit billthifikAl.y 4. Christ-
Mali Day. New Year's Day assIThanbiliewlng by
Murray Newspapers. Jar. III N. 40 St.
ki
Aurray, Ky 42r1 Second Clam Postage Paid atl
array, Ky 41171
stAricKfrrlot: RATFS In areas served by
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Wastington Toda:‘ By WALTER R. MARSAP Special Correspondent
This Time Carter Won
WASHINGTON (AP) - This time,
,_President .carter_ ()widen_ to._ play _bard_
ball with Congress. He won, but there
may be a price for his successful veto of
a public works bill prized by Congress.
Still, the president is likely to score
some points with the voters. There are
a lot more people worried about the cost
of living and government spending than
about dams and water diversion
projects.
That is the way Carter cast the
issue."I urge you to help me control
inflation and to set an example of
leadership for the nation by supporting
my veto," he said. The House did, by a
narrow margin that widened to 53 votes
as congressmen saw the way the count
was going and, in many cases, switched
sides during the roll call.
And if the public works controversy
costs Carter some _House and Senate
allies 011 other administration
legislation in the closing days of the
congressional session, the White House
knew and accepted the risk.
-Fer-lae---seeend time, Carter
challenged one of the prerogatives,
congressmen treasure: control of
federal water projects back home.
First time out, he played it the
congressional way and compromised in
his opposition to an assortment of
projects the administration' didn't want
Agree Or Not
showdown.
Carter has said since that he should
have forced the issue with a veto then.
This time he did, on a $10.2 billion bill he
called inflationary, wasteful and ab-
solutely unacceniable.
In doing so, he is followed a strategy
he had held largely in reserve - ap-
pealing past Congress to the people.
That's why he talked about the veto, to
the Cabinet and then to television
cameras, instead of simply picking up
his pen and rejecting the bill as soon as
it reached his desk.
-- At a'news conference, however, he
issued these fighting words:
-If we continue the age-old policy of
pork-barrel allocations in the public
works bill, this is a horrible example to
,et, for the rest of the country. It would
make it very difficult for me to control
inflation if the Congress and I couldn't
set a good example for the. rest of the
nation."
There is a broader issue Than the
public works bill behind the dispute,
and that is Carter's determination to
change the way such projects are
initiated and paid for. He has said the
whole system should be taken out. of
politics. He also maintains that the full
cost of a new project should be reflected
Court Criticism
Deeper. Than-Noted
•FlIANKFORT --criticism of the new
District Court system that erupted in a
Interim legislative committee meeting
last week had far deeper connotation
than appeared in the papers.
The fact is that many county officials
and city officials are venting their
political ire against Gov. Julian Carroll
and his state administration, even
though it wasn't the governor, but the
people w4ik. carried the constitutional
amendment that revamped the state's
long-standing court system.
The new District Courts replaced city
and county courts to create a four-tier
system, district, circuit, appeals and
supreme courts.
,,Cities and counties lost the revenue
from fines and other fees generated
through their courts. The new judicial
system was to make an effort for the
Kentucky Finance Department to'
return some of the court revenue to
cities and counties, but it apparently
hasn't been completed and the officials
are mad.
A source in the State Polige Chief
Association tells me that the police
chiefs are really mad because they I
have no influence with the new district
*Wes Under the old systeiin they could
go to the city judge or the county judge
and have some influence in helping
friends who had been arrested. They
had enough influence locally to get
charges reduced in some cases sod to
get minor offenses dismissed with just
a warning The loss of influence has
injured their pride and it is irksome to
them.
Not all', but many county judges feel
the same way. They feel the loss of their
Influence, and most of all they fear
losing the political-clOut they carried at
home in supporting state-wide can-
When they lost their power of
passing ou ion's," they lost 'sorrie
political clout.
Countylocke djulnistrators and
fiscal courts are tfl upset because
they are not receivi g money or rank-
or paven't arrived at an agreement
with the Judicial Courts System on how
much they will receive. Many small
towns depended a great deal upon
revenue from police court to carry a lot
of the cost burden of operating town and
city governments.
Their anger is being directed against
the governor and any candidate he
wishes to support for any statewide
office. Former state representative
Terry McBrayer is one of their targets.
McBrayer, although he has not for-
mally announced yet for governor,
carries the blessings of Gov. Carroll
and his administration.
A lot of average citizens are mad
about the big hike in court fines that are
being doled out regularly by District
Court Judges. In fairness to the District
Judges, they have to follow the Ken-
tucky Revised Statutes in assessing the
fines. These laws were drafted and
supported by the court system and the
governor's office and passed by the
legislature. A charge of $15.00 was
added to the fines that goes to
augmenting city police salaries, with
the exception of State Police and Jef-
fersen County Police. City Police must
attend the police schools either at Rich-
mond or Louisville to qualify for the
extra 'pay.
A lot of legislators who must run for
re-election next year are likely to feel
this wrath, of the voters and the op-
position of the influence that the county
judges and police chiefs might have
with the local electorate.
Ideally, the new system is far better
than the old system When you get down
to a theoretical basis, for there is an
accounting now of the money that goes
through the courts. In years past in
Kentucky, some of the Rical judges got
the fine money and their own mixed up
and it was hard for the state or county
to really know where. the money went
Even though the people voted to
ehange the foulyate..m..thers la much-
oppositIon to it now in some quarters
and-this message Will be heard in the
polling booths.
financed. He. spared some, Congress in the bill that launchet it, instead of
oppecl_some._ancLit,Uffer.4aule -0---being - spread- -out -in- -successive-hills-
over the years.
That would require a basic change in
the habits of a Congress. They won't be
yielded easily, if at all.
Heartllne Is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose 1s to anavier
questions and solve problems - fast. If
you have a question or p problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartline, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
Include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEA,RTLINE: 1 have been wearing
glasses, but lately I have a lot of trouble
reading books or newspapers. It seems
to cause a lot of strain on my eyes. I
have always worn glasses. Do you have
any suggestions for me? - N. P.
It could be that the corrective lenses
prescribed for you several years ago
are no longer effective for all purposes.
The focusing ability of our eyes declines
as we age, and our reading glasses,
particularly, need to be adjusted to this
trend.
If your glasses are bifdcals or
trifocals, adjustments may be renuired
in only one part of the lens. Theref6-ft,
you could find 'it less expensive and
more convenient to get a special pair of
glasses for a special purpose, such as
reading.
It's easier to put bn a pair of glasses
in which the entire lens area is focused
for reading distance. Then you can hold
the book or newspaper above eye level,
whenever that's more comfortable.
Further, yo p can keep this special pair
of glasses by your armchair or bed, or
wherever you do your most intensive
reading.
In any event, when you consult your
optometrist, as the American
Optometric Assn." suggests you do
.every year or so, it pays to tell him if
you read or sew and what your work
requires you to do, so he can prescribe
your lenses accordingly.
Due to ttetnicarehanges within the
eye, older People need more light to sec
effeetvety.-The ayerage,60-year:-old.
says the" American" Optometric Assn.,
requires Seven times as much light as




The home of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Bogard, now under construction at
Southlfigh and Glendale, destroyed
by fire about 2:30 this morning.
Deaths reported include Hilson
Black, Virgil Horton, and Roy S. (Pete)
Farmer.
Bobby Joe Emerson, Gary Guy
Turner, and Kenneth Dix have enlisted
• in the United States Navy.
Donald T. Duke, son of Mr. and Mrs.
▪ ti.--a-Puke, has received the air medad
while serving with the Air Force at Nha
Trang Air Base; Vietnam.
Mrs. T. L Collins announces the
engagement and approaching
marriage of her daughter, Janice Faye,
to Jack David Rose, son of Mrs. George
Rost„
George Ligon, Datrict Governor of
Lions International. spoke at the
meeting of the Murray Lions Club held
at the Murray Woman's Club house,
.20 Years A all
Baxter Bilbrey has-won an all ex-
pense paid trip to Las Vegas, Nevada,
15 n 'is" contest spuosiored-hy-General
Electric.
Miss Mary Leslie Erwin, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. StarkErwin, was selected
as football queen at Murray High
School. Her attendants are Miss Pat
Beale, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Max
Beale, and Miss Melissa Sextbn,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Sexton.
Elected as new officers of the
Calloway County Homemakers at the
annual day held at the Murray
Woman's Club house were Mrs. Lowell
Palmer, president, Mrs. Elmer Collins,
vice-president, and Mrs. Tip Miller,
secretary-treasurer.
Dr--Mac G. McRamey will speak at
The Goshen Methodist Church on Oct.
12, according to Lennis Hale, lay
leader.
Births reported include a boy, Donald
Wayne, to Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Dale
Wilson on Oct. 1, and a boy, William
Michael, to Mr. • and Mrs. Max
McCuiston on Oct. 4.
-30-Years ..go
At a mass meeting of over 500 pop-
corn growers at the County Agent's
office on Oct. 7, it was unanimously
decided by the growers to withhold
their popcorn from the market at the
present time due to the current market
situation. - -
The Sinking Spring_Baptist -Church  
will have all day service.; on Oct. 10th
dedicate the new' basement of the
church. Speakers will include the Rev.
M. C. Chao, the Rev. H. F. Paschall,
and the Rev. R. T. Skinner. •
The Murray tligji School Tigers beat_
Fulton by the score of 55 to 0 in a
football game played at Fulton.
Mrs. Thelma McCuiston was honored
on heri67th birthday with a dinner held
on Oct. 3 at her home.
Showing at the Capitol Theatre is
"West of Sonora" starring .Charles
Starrett and Smiley Burnett.
using 100-watt bulbs in your lamps, you
might try increasing them to 150 watts.
Increase the wattage of hall and
stairway lighting, too, so that you
aren't as likely to trip or stumble. Keep
a small flashlight handy to guide you
through the hazards at night and, if
feasible, apply special lighting to those
shadow pockets on the stairs.
You can write the Communication
Division, American Optometric Assn.,
700 Chippewa, St. Louis, Mo. 63119 -
enclosing a self-addressed, stamped
long envelope - and-ask for folders on
"Vision, The Second 50 Years," plus
tips on driving, TV-viewing, and
special-purpose visual aids. • •
But for your own visual adjustments,"
see your own optometrist periodically.
HEARTI1NE: I am getting ready to
retire from a Civil Service Job. I have
worked in a Civil Service job for just
over 20 years. I also was in the service
for three years prior to working for the
Civil Service. I have heard other
retirees say that they have used their
military service to increase‘their Civil
Service Retirement. Can you tell me if
this is true? - F. J. .
As a general rule, military service is
creditable toward your Civil Service
Retirement provided- it. was active
service, was terminated under
honorable conditions, and was per-
formed before separation from a
sciyvsitlerili than position under e retirement
HEARTLINE: I am going to retire
soon and start drawing Social Securtiy.
What do I need to take +with me to the
Social Security office when I apply for
retirement benefits? - 0. W. ,
When applying for your Social
,Security benefits, you will need
documented proof of your age (birth
certificate), your VC-2 forms from the
preceding year if you worked and your
-• Social Security number. ,. ,
Bible Thopifht
He Is risen! atthew Mc
Older people should increase the The resurreffion DT Eiiiisi Veriii747W -
amount of light used for reading, power of God, to take care of us beyond

































































































































































































































Most news local news
1V. 11111 Branen Literally thousands of uses are
At-lairth . .
First communion . .
  High school-graduation . .
Your engagement and then
marriage . . .
The arrival of your children . .
Your 25th-50th anniversaries
And finally, death.
Your life is reported step by step
in your community newspaper.
There may be, and prObablj, are,
many more reports on you through
• yourlifettMe. The da`y you-NT-three.
for four in the high school baseball
game; the afternoon yeti on the
forensics title for your college; the
first prize in the Halloween contest
that went to your young daughter;
the time you ran for the school board
and had your biography in the
newspaper; or the letter to the
editor you wrote on a current topic.
Yes, you are an important part of
your community's newpaper. You
and your neighbors continue to
create the history of your com-
munity through this vehicle.
A considerable share of this
history includes the bargains
brought by the merohants and the
classified_ ads presented to you 
through your friends and neighbors
who are buying and selling, renting
,.or leasing, losing and finding.. . .
Another ingredient - the legal
notices presented to you by
governmental units or local
lawyers. These notices and reports
give you a running -legal-
documentation that only your locali
community newspaper can provide.
All of these services cost so lit-
. . . just pennies an issue. In fact,
most of you are so proud of your
local community newspaper that
you, subscribe a year at a time in-
stead of a week at a time.
After you read the newspaper and
clip out the items that pertain to you
and your family and send an item to
Uncle Jake or a picture to Aunt
Maud, your newspaper is still
valuable for so many reasons. It can
start the 'flame for the fireplace;
line the cabinet shelves or drawers
or even the cat's litter box; serve as
protection against paint drops
attributed to your - community
newspaper -after Ittrfly$r --,hets-6 is
fulfilled. -
Or, you can stack it in the_garage--
for the local paper drive, when it's
gathered with thousands of others to
be recycled and brought to you a
_second time-- again,. to--teaah--aad-
entertain.
( Editor's Note: Branen is the
publisher of the Burlington Standard
Press, a community newspaper in Burl-
ington, Wisconsin. He is a past presi-
  dent iff. /he tapitinr,aL__444.46,igpaper
Association, and the author of many









BUILDiNG.CITTZENSHIP AND CNARt%C TER
Press may hen .it wins
Sixty years ago, a sick person who
went 10-thelial4eolka-lifki-Ailty_
chance that its ministrations would
do more harm than good. Yet doc-
tors were highly esteemed in public
opinion. Today, when his brand of
medicine is vastly approved, the
- Medic's standing in the polls has
plunges', dramatically._ - -
An even lower standing afflicts
- -the - nation's press today, even
though, it, too, is doing a far better
-job than yesteryear. In current
polls, -newspaper. people are rated
near the bottom of the occupational
list, down among labor leaders, con-
gressmen and used car salesmen.
The doctor's fall off can probably be
attributed to the unconscionable
--'nioney grubbing and interminable
golf playing avid resort hopping of a
- visible segment or that profs-ion.
Unfortunately, no such sybaritic
explanation accounts for the press's
ill repute. It is in disfavor precisely
because it- isdoing its iolabetter-thair
ever before, which is to say, it is dig-
ging for news more abrasively and
pursuing frauds more relentlessly
than ever before.
Much is said of press errors.
 However, -it-is-not- -the-errors of-in-
vestigation but the investigation
itself, and the commotion and
human carnage it causes that
stimulates the current popular
hostility.
In the main, the press charges
against Nixon and Agnew, Wayne
Hayes and Bert Lance, the
Watergate aides and the bribe-
taking congressmen, have stood up.
It is the diligence of the press incon-
stantly looking for something
wrong, not its carelessness, that is
resented by large numbers.
This means that large numbers
object -to the true mission of the
press. It was not granted constitu-
tional immunities and protection so
it could go into the pap dispensing
business of doing ,public relations
work for celebrities but rather so it
could hold their actions and poses up
to a merciless light. In former
periods, we have had a pap dispens-
ing' press and before we sink bAck
into it by popular demand, let's take
a look at what this entails.
It is often- eomplained that-
celebrities 7— presidents for instance
- are watched too closely ,-.that the
press has no. respeettfor _ their
privacy and that their most trivial
The press takes its lumps!
BY JAMES J. KILPATRICK
The American press, as such
diverse fellows as Richard Nixon
and Bert Lance will tell you, is
famed for dishing it out. We are not
so-widely acclaimed for taking it.
But when a few hard lumps comea
our way, we ought in good con-
science to acknowledge the thum-.
ping and venture some modest
reply.
In the current issue__ of the
Atlantic, Louis Banks gives the
press what-for. In the February 15
issue of Modern Medicine, Dr.
Michael J. lialberstam lashes about
with his cane. Thek make sub-
stantially the Same charge, that
once the press gets beyond-routine
reporting, much of our coverage is
ignorant, biased, unfair, im-
balanced, or all of the above.
Banks is an old pro who served in
the Time-Fortune factory for nearly
25 years before he crossed the street
to academia In 1973. He's now an
adjunct professor of management at
the. Masschusetts Institute of
Technology. His concern goes
chiefly to the.coverage of business
news. He relays his observation that
many business leaders distrust
reporters, dislike the emphasis- on
"antibusinesS" pronouncements,
and believe the press provides "a.
distorted view of reality."
This resentment is especially
severe, Bank advises, among
businessmen engaged in producing
consumer goods. These executives,
"see themselves, as victims of a
media epidemic more virulent than
hot liii4f71" The -bed oonSWITHW
gets prominent coverage; the good
consumer news rarely is reported at
•
Dr. Halberstam, a leading car-
diologist here in Washington, is also
a professor of medicine- and a
prolific writer in the medical field,
His February piece in Modern
Medicine is an admirable -example
of polemical writing at its very best.
He takes the hide right off. First he
skins Mike Wallace and Dan Rather
- of 60 Minutes; then he flays the print
media generally; finally he returns
to the television that "almost
always trivializes what it _covers."
It is no more realistic, he says, ta
expect the press to be fair in its
reporting than to expect a rat-
tlesnake to be "fair" in its striking.
Dr..Halberstam is convinced that
much medical reporting is flatly
"biased." He denounces the press
for covering the harmful side effects
of certain drugs without giving
coverage to "the triumphs and
advances." All this adds up to a
performance by the press that is
astoundingly bad, inaccurate and
vindictive. "It is the manhandling of
our profession,"- he says, "that
properly enrages us."
Well., There is some small
measure of truth in this farrago of
accusations, but two or- three points
may be made 'In reply. First,
businessmen and doctors alike
puffer from a fundamental
rnisnaderstanding of the nature Of
neyA. Second, much of the picture
they complain about is of their own
making. Third, the situation is
steadily improving.
It is nal news, alas, when one.
• million . automobiles pedorm
sa)sfactorily; it 1.41" news when ten
thoeriewei are reestted. It ts not news
when Kodak names a vice
president; it is liews when Kodak 
gets tilf with an iiiirfrusTliiiigment.
It is not news when a surOon per-
forms a thousand successful
operations; it is news when he
leaves asaw inside. And so on. Yes,
we ought to cover more of the
"triumphs and advances.- and in
point of fact much -coverage is in-
deed devoted to the good things, But
news is news.
The press Could do a -better job if
executives and scientists would
climb down from their high,horses
and respond, on the level, to
reporters' questions. Every
reporter of my acquaintance has
gone through the maddening ex-
perience of .trying to reach a
business executive, close to
deadline, only to get the royal run-
around from the PR boys. Down in
Florida last year." one of the county
medical societies voted to discipline
any member doctor who spoke to a
working reporter. Who's sore at
whom?
The situation improves. At • the
highest levels -of journalism, in-
creasingly we-see courts covered by
reporters who are law school
graduates. Many business editors
are trained in economics. Food
editors have degrees in nutrition.
We have science writers capable of
holding their. own in any laboratory.
And so on. This trend. toward
specialization will grow steadily
stronger.
But we never will wholly satis(y.
our critics, and we ought never to
try. So long as the. press maintains
an essentially adversary
relationship to the. whole blesSed•
world them against is - a
tWarthy tetiSion will surCIVe.- •
Mr. Kilpatrick is syndicated by the
W.ashingtnn tee.,-
N 1, This column reprinted by petrnis-
sirm of thFatithOr:l 
By Jack Anderson Syndicated Columnist-.
quirks and .personal. ailments are published many stories about
ealkivaiytalarect..1*;,:lo the-
- But .4„ise..the-opposite--press attitude fixing in the federal regulatory corn-
- over-respect for a public person's missions. -This trail, in the end, led
privacy - that has caused the worst to Eisenhower's White House chief
press derelictions.' - of staff, Sherman Adams; and fore-
In the autumn of, 1914, there was. ed his ouster. This scandal almost
enough circumstantial evidence of died out two or three times because
President ,Roosevelt's -medical un-.:- the general press would. not take it
fitness for a fourth term that the -pp. There was an attitude at large in
press should have battered through:: the press, typified by the Times,
the White House defenses, printed • that 'before a paper accused an of-
all it knew- of the President's ....- tidal there should be an official ac-
'decrepitude, and spearheaded a de- cusation, or al_le_a_st.an accusatien
mand for honest information from by- an official. Unfortunately,
outside experts, ' Perhaps the government agencies had a corn-
voters, given the facts, would have piementary--policy: don't accuse
preferred a failing Roosevelt .to a anyone unless forced to do so by
robust Dewey. But an over-polite .press disclosure: Finally,  we
press let them make the choice in published excerpts from a
the dark. - snemoraiaduei prepared by the chief
-A-slit-Mr failure cirTnress couiiWöI Abuse stabeCinimittee
trusiveness occurred during Presi-.. proposing -an investigation Of
dent Eisenhower's two major ill- general types of misconduct by un-
nesses late in his first term: the named persons. This memorandum
-massive heart-oHaek din' beei since we -had
operation. A docile press cooperated already been naming the offenders
. with White House publicists in sell- and specifying their acts. But the
ing the false impression that Ike existence of an, official concern
was really in charge of the mar legitimatized this story for the
problems when in fact some Times, which published the memo in
reporters where bringing - to- their -a--front page-amount- that-set eff an
editors evidence that for a con- avalanche of press Coverage and of-
siderable period Ike was unaware of ficial reaction.
vital world events and unable to Almost a decade later, our eipose
cope even minimally with his vast of Senator Tom Dodd was dying on
responsibilities, evidence that went 'the vine because other news outfits
mostly unpublished, . wouldn't pick it up. Two fine Times
The press is in disfavhl', too, for reporters submitted several ex-
supposedly being too quick to create cellent stories on Dodd but they
scandals, for blowing up petty were pigeonholed by editors
events and intimidatingahe govern- becawthere had.nektaae_n any_ of-
rnent into launching damaging ficial accusation against Dcidd. "We
probes of office holders. Having liv- report news, we do not create
ed through the 1950s and 1960s, when news," they said., Fortunately, the
. it was necessary to build a bonfire Times scrapped this policy when it
under most of the press to get it wrongly believed the Washington
moving on a real scandal, I contend Post was about to jump in on the
that a fire-eating press is far better - Dodd story. With the press finally in
for the Republic than the reluctant' full pursuit of this inordinately
dragon of yesteryear. ---Toeumented---g-candaI, the Senate. -
I cite three instances involving the censured Dodd and adopted its first
New York' Times, not because it code of ethics in two centuries.
represents the worst in newspapers When the best of newspapers was -
but the best, and its influential news displaying such investigative cau-
therepre, has great tion, one dreads to recall what the
significance, mediocre were doing. Do we really
.The first is oft-cited case that the . want to go back to the days of an in-
Times had foreknowledge of Presi- offensive press that was reluctant to
dent Kennedy's half-cocked Bay of 7roil the public or affront the power-
Pigs operation but, out of deference ful by breaking the unpleasant news__
td the government, kept it quiet - a about sick presidents, corrupt corn-
service Kennedy later lamented, 7— tnissioners; and bribeaaking _con, _
_ In 1957-5n,' Drew Pearson and I gressmen?
Newspaper reflects
readers' interests




In today's busy, boisterous and
sometimes mind-boggling world, a
good daily newspaper is the best
friend a community can have.
The local newspaper can reach
out every day in a very special way
to help every one in that community
have a better day.' That means
trying to do many things for many
readers.
For all readers, that means all the
news developments of the day - the
good news and the bad, the hard
news and the heartwarming, the
significant and the statistics, all the
happenings that all ofus must un-
• derstand if we are to succeed as a
nation of the people, by the people,
for the people,,,
For the concerned reader, that
means the watchdog role of the free
press, a cornerstone of this free
- society from the nation's capital to
the smallest hamlet, to the most
basic elements of life, liberty and
the pursuit of happiness. That role
of the press is not to cause trouble,
but to help correct trouble or, better
still, to help avoid trouble belbre it
starts.
For the curious reader, that
means the pulsebeat information of
the day - acts of goveramenr, -
,. decisions of courts, results in sports,
ups and downs of the stock market, •
names in thenews.
For the active reader, the
calendar - where to go, what to do,
when to- de it, how to get the most
from every minute. .
For the thinking reader-, a
diversity of opinion - the editorial's, .
the columnists, the letters, the cross
section of views, not to tell the public
7 *Whit to think, but what it needs fo
bright and sometimes weird side of
life - the real happenings to real
peopli,. the flesh and blood of the
community that give warmth and
reality to the news columns.
For the uneasy reader, the helpful
hints for a better life - a directory
for solving problems, for finding
answers, for uplifting body and
spirit.,
For the shopping reader, the
details frOm the marketplace - the
daily scoreboard of prices, the
special buys and latest 'styles and
newest products, the classified
guides to where to find a job or rent
a house.
That takes hard work,
professional commitment and goad
business management, as well. A
good local newspaper must be
successful both as a free press and
as a free enterprise. It must fin both
roles. It must beastrong and in.
dependent journalistically and
fiscally. It must speak its mind and
pay its rent with equal conviction.
That is a very large order and a
very necessary one; too, especially
in these times when most com-•
rpuntties can support only ' one,
g-uceessful newspaper operation.
When a newspaper is the only game
in town, it must bring-everyone ifilo
that game.
A ,newspaper that delivers total
performance to its total community,
that reaches out every day in eVery
edition to touch every reader with
the - news -and information . and
service that will make life a littletit
-better, will fulfill its obligations-and--
opportunities as a free press, as a
free enterprise and as the best
friend its readers ever had.
(Editor's Note: Mr. Neuharthalso
-is president and chief executive of
Gannett Co., Inc , which consists of
77 daily _newspapers serving more
thanthree_ipipion readers daily in_
30 states and on the U.S. territories
know in order to think for itself. of the Virgin Islands in the Atlantic •
livoly rplider  the agaaal4'
I.
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Wild Cane Becoming Problem
Ott Western Kentudyfarms
Tanners shoilld be aware pnasues, is to remove the soybeans are grown, Treflan
;that shattercant,lie-wild.eane, heads- and Preferably -- 'Lit- --ar Vernam may _be used to
is----1-(iec---o-iiii-ng- a more- s0-u; earn -151ant bY hanif vit*ii Int combat shattercane.
weed problem in Calloway and weed is fir,st discovered in the In stunrnary, shattercane is
other counties of West Ken- field. This should be done ea---pecially troublesome
• lucky, according to Dr. before the seed matures and becaifse the seed shatters,
Durwood Beatty, , an shatters. Cattle grazing' on because the seeds are long-..
k 'agronomist on _the_infested fields will hell) sPreack _ lived in the soil and because
1 agricultural staff at Murray the cane. About 30 percent ot. _the seeds eirminate
F. 5 Late thilversit_y. • the* seeds that pass through _ .6- ou oughout the. summer Rect 
--- Shattereane wows best in the digestive tract may control of shattercane is
,row crops, which rnay-explaih germinate imd grow. - achieved with a combination
Its spread in West Kentucky, Some of the better her- of methods that include use of
„ • he said, pointing out that in the bicides for control of • Shat- clean seed, hand roguing to
P 10-yce; -Peetod-,-19664%.6T-1-he- -tereene-ifreoffi-afe-gracheetne eliminate the-first plants-P.
i
acreage of corn arid soybean and Sutan Plus. Because the appear, rotation to wheat or
- in Calloway County has chance for herbicide injury to hay crops, and the use of
tripled! Vorn is somewhat greater with properly selected herbicided,a
,e, The origin of shattercitie is these two herbicides the f9r. corn or soybean produc-
I not known. It grows to a height manufacturer's instructions . lion._ af.._5__Iu _La ,teet, and ha&_tar_shauld..__Iie__ followed.., general appearance of a
forage sorghum. As it
puttees the head nods to one
side and the dark shiny seeds
7 shatter and fall to the ground.
Shattercane seeds can live in
-s- the soil for several years and
can sprout from a depth of 3-4
: inches in the soil.
-; Crop losses from shat-
ane can betremendoes,
thick •stand Of shattercane
• May reduce corn yields by 30
le to 40 bushels per acre. The
cane stalks are weak and
F. brittle at maturity. The
broken and' lodged stalks
provide a tangled mass of
material which makes
. combine operation more
difficult, particularly in
soybeans.
Shattercane is - rnost
• abundant on fertile bot-
6 tomlands, • but its ability to
!;•,. thrive in upland fields is
probably aided by ,higher
; rates of fertilization now being
used by farmers.




In Mayfield Oct 12
The fall American Dairy
Association meetmg will be
held Thursday, Oct.-N 12, at
seven p.m. at the Mayfield
High School. A potluck supper
will be served.
The district dairy princess
will be selected, and
representatives frOnt__ the
American Dairy Association
are expected to be present.
All dairymen and their
families in Calloway and
surrounding counties are
urged to attend, a spokesman
said.








Fall Graze Alfalfa To
Reduce Weevil Damage
Taking a freete-down
harvest of alfalfa this fall is an
important step-. tpward-
reducing damage to the crop
from alfalfa weevils next
spring.
"Orazing or cutting alfalfa
for hay after' the first killing
[cost will destroy some of the
weevils present and reduce
the number of places for them-
to explains Chris:
Christensen, Extension en-
tomologist in the University of
Kentucky College' of
Agriculture.
- Adult alfalfa weevils spend_
the, winter in alfalfa fields.
Whenever the temperature is
warm enough for them-to--
become active during the
' winter, they Jay eggs that
produce the initial spring peak
infestation in the crop. Eggs '
frost as possible. Avoid
grazing, however, during wet
_lielcieongtioRs whernhvestock
trampling can dainag-e- fhe
alfalfa crowns, advises the
specialist. Observe. normal
'precautions to avoid bloating
problems in cattle.
The initial hatch of alfalfa
weevils in the. spring comes
from .eggs laid during the
winter and can be devestating
to the crop, according to
Christensen. This is especially
the case if there is a. mild
winter or enough snow cover
to protect the weevils.
"Cutting or grazing alfalfa
this fall to reduce winter- egg-
laying may eliminate the need.
for applying an insecticide to
protect . The entip-fri' sm--- the
initial weevil peak- 'next
, spring," says Christensen. ,
laid in -the steni &ecoidpk in alfalfa
mant or growing alfalfa and in weevil infestation comes from
stemmy weeds such as henbit. eggs laid in the spring
It is safe to harvest alfalfa • Redwing 1.1*t-Lai batch will
after a killing forst causes the
plants to go dormant, says
Christensen. This takes a
temperature of 24 degrees or
Tn-get the most feeding
value from the alfalfa, cut or
graze as soon after the killing
help reduce.. weevil numbers
from the second hatch.
"Fall insect management of
alfalfa, coupled with early
harvesting, might eliminate
the need to spray fields
together next --spring," says
Christensen.
REC
WEED WARNING: Dr. Durwood Beatty, kneeling left, an agronomist at Murray State
--tratvzsrarrivar-ecirred-VvecTICentutiq, tarmerc to the gt-mrthrvittredwableTtrr-aurt-
by shattercane, or wild cane. Shown examining one of the plants, which grow to
heights of ,five to 12 feet. with Dr. Beatty are:: David Elliott, a junior from Mayfield,
kneeling right: and standing, from the left,'Darvl Templeman, a senior from Elkton; and
Rick Brown, a senior _from Marion.
Extension News-
stablish Good Credit Rati
By JEAN W. CLOAR
Extension Agent
For Home Ec.
Whether you're single and
stepping into the labor force,
divorced, widowed or happily
married, establish a good
credit rating ,now. Later; it
will enable you to qualify
without difficulty for a loan
when you need it most.
Keep records of financial
transactions and act
-i•esporisibly. -If yoticanit pa-y,„.
don't de(ault speak to the -
lender and negotiate.
Banks, small-loan Com-
panies, credit unions, retail
stpres. and the.. like ,re aU
places where loans or credit
are available. But, beware of
cost differences from place to
place. Shop around before
applying and decide which
lender offers terms that best
suit your own situation.
There are several ways to
establish and,rnaintain your
credit rating.
- Open a checking account
in your own name. Be sure not
to overdraw as this in-
formation will be recorded
and will adversely affect your
credit rating.
- Apply for a "ready
check" or "overdraft'ar,
count with your bank in your
.name. -You don't necessarily
have to use it, but the fact that
you have accepted will be
recorded in your credit file.
- Apply for a single-
purpose credit card idepar-
-tment store or gasoline) even
if you initially need a cosigner. .
later you can make a change.
and have the account ib your
own name.
--. Apply for a multipurp9se_
credit card, such as American
Express, Carte Blanche or
• Master Charge; 
- Get a full-or part-time
job. After you have worked for
several-months (3 to 12) you
can qualify for a cash loan or
other types of credit,
N,Ndepending on the lender: -
•.••7 Borrow cash from a bank
or credit union. You'll
probably need a cosigner
initially. If you apply for an
installment loan, make a large
down-payment then pay off
the loan according to the
terms of your contract.
Pay for furniture, • a- ear
or a major appliance on an
installment plan through the
dealer if you.don't want (or
can't get) a direct loan from&
credit union or bank. You will
probably need a cosigner the
first time and pay a higher
interest rate, but yeti, will be-
offered convenience and
service in return.
- Borrow money from a
consumer finance company if
. YOU need.natent" funds, or
don't qualify, for a lower cost
loan. These companies take
greater. risks and offer faster
service than do banks or
credit unions but must charge
a higher interest rate.
- If your divorced, taking
on responsibility for jointly
made debts will indicate that
you are financially depen-
dable.
Late Fall Planting Kentuckian Perfecting First
Controls Diseases Stccessful Tobacco Cutter
Two major diseases of,
Kentucky's wheat crop can be
controlled by ,delaying
planting this fall until at least
the Hessian . Fly-free c.date,
according to a plant
pathologist in thi University
of )entuCky College of
Agriculture.
This date varies throughout
the state,' but is Oct. 12-14 in
the southern three tiers of
counties which include the
major wheat production area
of Kentucky. County Ex-
tension agents for agriculture
have Hessian Fly-free dates
for all counties..
Dick Stuckey, the plant
pathologist, says that delayed
fall planting has proven to be
one of the best and cheapest
ways to control barley yellow
dwarf virus I BYDV a'nd take-
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all disease in Wheat, and 'will
partially control other
diseases of the crop.
BYDV is spread by many
species of aphids. Virus in-
fections in wheat can occur in
the fall or spring, but fall
infections are responsible for
severe reductiorrs in yield,
says Stuckey. By delaying fall
planting, aphid populations
will be small by the time the
new wheat seedlingg emerge.
Thus, the wheat escapes_bigh...
incidence of fall BYDV in-
fections. -
Take-all disease is caused
by a soil-inhabiting fungus
which .becomes less active
isheeke&.,.teroperatures go
dow -Cording to the plant
Pathologist. This is why the
disease is less of a problem
wheq. planting is delayed.
• A new wheat variety,
Sullivan, is reported to show
resistance to take-all disease.
In addition to delayed
planting. Stuckey also
recommends the' following to
control take-all disease: • (1)
crop rotations of 2-4 years with
corn or soybeans, (2) in-
creasing nitrogen fertility In
the form of ammonium in-
stead of nitrate, preferably a
split application in fall and
spring and (3 ) clean plowing
of wheat fields after harvest to
cover the crop residue.'
Other diseases that are
partially controlled by late fall
planting include wheat spindle
streak - virus and soil-byte.
wheat mosaic virus - both
transmitted by a soil (tingle; --





soil at lower temperatures.
according to Stuckey.
-
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP.) -
Elmon Yoder watched in-
tently as the machine
methodically cut through a
row of tobacco.
As a technician smoothly.
speared the plants and tin--
Paled the tobacco sticks in the
earth, Yoder was convinced
his five years of work had
been successful. He had
developed a practical, one-
man tobacco harvester.
' Thore was nothing new
,--abOut the project, said Yoder,
a U.S. Department of
Agriculture . engineer.. The
first tobacco''harvester was
built in 1905. It flopped, as did
• several others that f °Hewed it.
"Itye worked 16 years and
this is the first time I've seen
one cut a. whole row,",-Yoder
said Wednesday in an in-
terview. "I saw another* one
that cut two or three plants
and that was it."
Why did Yoder succeed
where so many other men had
failed .
The others wanted too
much, he said,- including an
automatic spearing
mechanism. _
"Sooner or later, you come
to the realization that the
tobacco plant does not lend
itself to mechanization. I just
tried to make manual
spearing a little more cone
venlent," Y
.TWo sets of opposed chain
conveyors cut the plants at the
base and moved them toward
the technician, Carl King, who
secured six stalks to each
stick with Apir turiaticspear.
A pair of long, kId-like
runners steered the rrisetenr
"If there is an economy to
• this, It's that you don't need a
---;-Hrtbrr-trmt-nritr min ,"-'Y'reber
said.
King was producing (TrIP
stick etery 45 seconds, but
Yoder estimated that could
easily be cut to 30 seconds.
The biggest dra w tock
appeared to be the wind,
which blew the plants to one
side and forced King to lean
across the machine to retrieve
them from the conveyor.
Yoder also decided the con-
veyor chains should be ad-
justable instead of at a fixed
width.
A few farmers watched the
demonstration and Yoder said
farmers from across the state
had shown great interest in
the project.
He also sought their
Suggestions, but conceded the
machine would not
revolutionize the industry.
"At best, it - probably would
cut twice as fast as a man
cutting by hand," Yoder said.
"The advantage is in making
it a little easier. If a guy
spends $3,000 to have one Wilt,
it's about break-even. The
thing is, it's not a very high
capacity piece of machinery.
"A large manufacturer will
not build these becauSe the
market is so limited," Yoder
said. These will be made by
small machine shops, I've
tried to use mostly parts that
-are in mass production."
0 
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With tobacco cutting, and --need to continue producing thi
housing in full swing, an crop with low insecticidi
Extension entomologist in the residues to avoid losing in
University of Kentucky terest among foreign buyers,'
College of Agriculture says Gregory.
cautions growers about ap- High residues may occu
plying "cleanup" insecticide when insecticides are appliei
sprays to reduce the chances closer ,to cutting than---T
of taking insects to the barn.-7-..apeciffed on .the
The most common inucts of chemicals degrade mor.
concern at this time al-year. slowly when _the__ plants _ari
are hornworms, aphids and placed in the barn where Its
flea beetles, environment is - more stabl
Wes Gregory says that there than they do out in the II&
is no problem if the grower according to the entomologist
adheres to the number- of From a practical stain
waiting days between ap- point. Gregory says tha
phcation and harvest, as proper .hisecticides. can b.
stated on the insecticide label: used without creating hit
 But tautions that if a residues- if -the-_grower dr-
grower fails to observe the serves the "waiting days t
proper waiting time, in- harvest" that appears on th
secticide residues on sthe label. Several examples' o
tobacco may be higher than waiting periods-are 7 days fo
reasonable. rnalathion, 14. days for Lan
"This could pose problems nate-Nudrin, 5 days fo
in regard to the future of our Azodrin and 3 days fti
export market for tobacco," Orthene. Thiodan shonli
warns Gregory. He points out never ,,Ise applied after tor
that West Germany and other- ping, according to the en
--Eurepeare. countries -have --tomelogist. _
established proposed "Do not apply insecticide
tolerance standards for in- to tobacco in the barn,'
secticides used on tobacco, emphasizes Gregory. "This i
and most of these tolerance unnecessary, is not recom
are quite low because mended, and furthermor
Europeans consider tobacco there is not a single insecticid
in the category of food, registered with. EPA for use i
"For 'the future well-being the barn."
of our tobacco industry, we
FARMERS
We have diesel fuel, good selec-
tion top quality. eils, greases,
lubricants, anti-freeze. lkder no*
avoid rush and price changes.
Texaco Piant-753-2321
MR. TOBACCO FARMER
Now Is The Time To













Can't get out to Make
a deposit today? No
problem. Now were as
close to . you as your
nearest Mail box!' You.
can do most transac-





































































Officials To Appear Before Subcomnfittee On Service Contracts
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — consulting firm. •
Former Finance and The Persona! Service
Administration Secretary ContAkt Review Sub-
Russell . McClure and his committee, a new creation of
-succesSer,.. Roy Stevens, are the 1878 General Assembly,
The Interim Joint Com-
mittee • on Highways and
Traffic Safety-will convene in
London Wednesday for three
before the interim joint-- days of meetings with local
- scheduled to appear before a refused to approve the eon- Committee on Health and . officials to discuss problems
let*lative_illaMMIllt. this tract with SUA, Inc. The. .00nir4ck. was_ _far • Welfar.e.Wecinesciay ' with road_ plain t•Rnanetit &gmj
week -t-O- explain a con.: meeting until__ it received F various consulting work on-- Mrs. Nicol will give alternative plans for main-a
• troversial personal service further information, building site locations. The progress report on the taininglocal roads.
contract with a Los Angeles The subcommittee subcommittee members also development of regional in- The committee will also go
questioned the need for the
firm to advise the state on a
possible location for a new
.basketball- arena for the
University of Louisville,. • . _
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bers particularly objected to a
$219,000 cost overrun cushion
built into the $800,000 contract.
That cushion has since been
cancelled by Gov. Julian
Carroll.
Dr. Pat Nicor, Director of
_the Maternal and Child Health
Program in the _Bureau of
Health Services will appear
tennediate care facilities
while a representative from
the Atlanta region-al office of
the U.S. Department of
blealtb.. Education and _




More -than 100 represen-
tatives of Kentucky's public
and private... colleges and
universities are scheduled to
meet at Centre College in
Danville Tuesday and Wed-
nesday to clisCuss how the two
higher education sectors. can
continue to jointly- serve the
educational needs of Ken-
tuckians.
. Meeting with the group will-
be the Subcommittee on
Higher Eda-Cation of the in-
terim Joint Committee on
_Education. Gov. Julian
Carroll is scheduled to ad-




and municipal issues of the
Interim Joint Committee on
South And West Hold Largest
Share Of Voting Population
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
South and the West will have
the largest share of the
nation's voting age population
for the first time when voters
cast ballots this Novenjber.
Thts-Census Bureau-reported--
Sunday that out of the 155.5
million people who will be
,eligible to vote, 50.5 percent
come from an area that
stretches from Florida, across
the Surritelt and • Mtn-
thwest — an increase from
49.6 percent in 1976, the
bureau said.
The attraction of net in-
migrants to the South and
West at the expense 'of the
northern industrial states
during the 1970s accounts for
their increasing proportion of
the nation's 'potential elec-
torate," the bureau said.
-- The bureau de es th4
South as the area ranging
from Delaware and Maryland
to Texas. The West is the Far
West and the Rocky Mountain
states.
•• The extra voters in • the
South and West -chn mean
more power for these areas
after congressional districts
are redrawn after the 1980
census.
The Census Bureau- said
women will continue to-make
up more than half of the voting
age population, but it did not
estimate the -1-funibit of
women who can vote thisyear.  _ _ • . _  
ineThilledevsoting agleliopon pwurahittipo popgn In utltioniale1t9u7rned 6 oeusit lo vote.al
about 16 million blacks and 3 election, 52 percent went to the
million persons of other races. - polls.
About 7 million of all of these The Census Bureau reported
potential voters are of Spanish a big decline in  voterpar-
origin. 
Kentucky's voting age
population for 1928 was set at
2.46 million compared with
2.38 million in 1976.
ticipation in the last 16 years,
from 63 percent in 1960 to 54
percent in 1976.
In the 1976 election, 58.8
ex="Tutaln.
Not all of the 155.5‘million 
--
Percent of the  eligible wome
voters will be 
" n _
:rea-5"voterpteurnceonutsowf ethre,
pected to show up at the polls._me.
31.8 percent for Spanish origin. the last off-year national
elections, ti 1974, only 36 residents, 48.7 percent for
blacks, 60.9 percent forpercent of • the voting age  
whites.
Adong age immix the
turnouts were 42.2 pereen
aged 18 to 24,55.4 percent aged
25 to 34, 63.3 percent aged 35 to
44, 68.7 percent aged 45 to 64
an462.2 pereent -over age66.
Since-1970 the .voting age
population has grown by 31
million or 25 percent. At the
same time, the 'total
pow:tall-at Offl5, 7
percent. However, the young
adult population has grown
rapidly and the voting age has
been reduced in most states.
Programs From Radi▪ o's Golden Era
o Be Broadcast On IVISU's Station_
Programs from, the golden
years of radio will be
broadcast for 'eight late
evening hours Nov. 10-11 as
Part of a four-day fund-raising
effort of WKMS-FM at Murray
State University.
Broadcasts of 16 of the most
ovular radio shows in the
1930s. '40s, and '50s will be
included in the programming
schedule to begin at 10 p.m. on
each date.
Nostalgic radio enthusiasts
will have an opportunity to
. hear such vintage favorites as
_ "The Shadow," "Lum and
Abner," "Fibber McGee and
Molly," "Innersanctum,"
"The Green Hornet," and
"The Whistler," along with
such personalities as Jack
Benny and Fred Allen.
Also featured will be a
retrospective entitled
"Greatest Moments of Radio"
and another profiling the
"Golden Age of Radio
Comedy."
The programming is part of
"Soundsations" Nov. 9-12, an
effort designed to call at-
tention to the station's unusual
programming and to appeal
for listener support.
Other highlights of




bluegrass, jazz, and rock
music, and a seven-hour live
concert from the station's
studios.
WKMS broadcasts at 91.3 on.
the FM dial as a public service
of Murray State. It serves
listeners in West Kentucky
and parts of fllinols, MD-
nessee, and Missouri.
Counties and Special Districts
will meet this week, as will
two subcommittees- of - the




Try This At No Risk"
HOUSTON, Texas tern baldness and
— If you &Al suffer cannot be helped. -
from male. pattern But, if you are MI
baldness, you Can already slick bald, how can
now stop your hair you be sure what is ac-
loss.. .and grow more Wally causing your hair,
loss? Even if baldness rriayi
hair.
For years "they said it
couldn't be done." But now
a firm of laboratory con-
sultants has developed a
treatment for both men and
women, that is not only
stopping hair loss . . but is
really growing hair!
They don't even ask you
to take their word for it.
They invite you to try the 
tteabneat or 32 days, at
their risk, and see for your-
self!
Naturally, they would not
offer- this—oppertunity
unless the treatment
worked. However, it is im-
possible to help everyone.
The great majority
of cases  of exmliye
hair fail and baldness
are the beginning and
mote fully 'developed
stages of male pat-
. seem to "run in the
-family," it is certainly not
proof of the cause of YOUR
hair: loss.
Hair loss caused by
sebum can also run in your
family, and many other
conditions can cause hair
lass. If you wait until you
are slick bald and your hair
roots are dead, you are
beyond help. So, if you still  
have any hair on tOp ol
your head, and would like
to stop your hair loss and
grow more hair. . now is
the- -time -something 
about it before it's too late.
Loesch Laboratory Con-
sultants, Inc., will supply
you with treatment for 32
days — at their risk — if
lheTbe—Irevethe lreatiffeTir
will help you. Just send
them the information listed






Dept. -31 Box 66001, 3394West Main St.
Houston, Texas 77006
alThlubmilling, the_ fo ginformation with.
the understanding that it will be kept strictly con-
fidential and that I am under no obligation what-
soever.
Does your forehead become oily or greasy?
How soon after washing? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Do you have dandruff? . Dry or oily? _ _
Does your scalp itch? _ _ When?
How long has your hair been thinning? _ _
Doe's hiar pull out easily on toy, of head?
What percentage of hair remains on top of head?
Any thin areas? Where?_-__. - 
Any slick bald areas?_ _ Where? 
Attach any other information you feel may be
helpful.
NAME ------------ _ _ SEX_ _
ADDRESS_ _ _ _ _ _ _
CITY  STATE_ _ _ ZIP_
STA-2100 by RealistiC
Engineered and BUILT by
Radio Shack, STAL2.100 is our
finest audio component. *120
watts per chanriel, minimum
RMS ast--- 8 ohms from 20- - 7
20,000 Hz, with no more than,
0.1% THD. A proud receiver!
31-2076







• Realistic STA-2100 AM/FM Stereo Receiver
e Two OptimuvF- T-200 Floor Speakers







We added Dolby FM to the -StA72000 to mak,e- it better! High Fidelity
Magazine said its controls Were "unusually. flexible," Audio Magazine
noted-ITS "excellent cirLuit des.ign."*75 watts per channel, minimum n RMS
at8 ohms from 20-20,000 Hz, with no more than 0.18 T1-ID. 31-2084
TM Dourr Laos Inc
3-HEAD CASSETTE TAPE DECK SAVE! STA-2000D SYSTEM
SCT-30 by Realistic
379"
Open.-reel performance, cassette convenience.
SimultaneOus recording,'Monitoring, Dual caps-
tan drivel Double Dolby for tape, F M I 3-position
bias/EQ switch, variable bias adjustment control.
, We've never, sold a deck like-this! 14.603
,Me., MEM CHARGE IT
v154
11.11.1(' (MOST STORES)
950 Reg SeparateItems Price1069"
SAVE 119"
• Realistic STA-2000D AM/FM.
Stereo Receiver
• Two Mach-One'r Floor Speakers-
• LAB-200 Turntable with Base, Dust Covet,
529.95-Value Magnetic Cartridge
•
K_AD1YISION OF TAND. CORPORAHOl$
 %
THINK HI-Fl, THINK OF RADIO SHACK, THE NATIONWIDE -SUPERMARKET OF SOUND`m_
Oripic Plaza Slon.-Fri. 10-7, Sat. 10-6











PRICES MAY VARY AT-INDIVIDUAL STORES
111
.miximeipagoorgabscAlnizsesollsaW
P AGE li THE WiRad:1111,1., LEDGER & TIMES, SlitaIsday, October 9. 1979
ealearistilheriodommaysa it
21,7 Triumph Is First Over Pacers Since 1975 
46
—
Dickens, Defense Lead  Racers Past UT
Bud Foster (43) and Tony Boone (53) taunt from the field after Bill Shannon recovered the second of four UT-Martin third-quarter
fumbles. Boone also recovered two as Murray State defeated the Pacers 21-7.
-
Staff Photos by Tony Wilson
World Series Hero Could Be
NY's Jackson Or LA's Garvey.
By WILL GRLMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
LOS ANGEI FS — With
Hollywood providing a natural
flarkdrop, we can now prepare-
pielves for the Reggie andte Show.. -. •
While , baseball's silver
World 'Series,' of.rening here
Tgesday ,night, offers an All-
Starr' 'cast,. there seeMs no -
iplestion who'll be in the
Oameras' eye — Reggie
lackson and Steve Garvey,
fiLive and in living color.
t
They: are the game's titans
elf the climax. They are the
ones who, in the closing reels,
gide up on a white horse and
leacue-Uve damsel in distress.
Wait for the big moment,
dehver
But everybody who pays $3
st the tieighhorhood cinema or
- stays awake.for the Late Show
s there is room for only
hero.
this time, who will it be
ggie or Steve?
114411191NISISIO
Xt.-12 Chain Sew W/16" Sir
•Exclustve SAFE-111P. prevents kickback keeps
you in control
• Almost one million of these saws built and SOO
01 Lightweight and powerful
s High performance 33 Cubic inch engine
• Power to cut logs up to 3' thick
Sug. List Price S245 95
Our Price $19996
Both men enter the Series
with impressive credentials.
Reggie, the controversial
catalyst of the defending
champion New York Yankees:
comes in with an act hard to
follow — that Ruthian feat of
three home runs in the final
game of the 1977 showdown.
Garvey, the disciplined first
baseman of thee Los Angeles
_Dodgers. is riding a hot
postseason streak that in-
cluded a record-tying four
home runs in the National
League playoffs.
Both men thrive on
pressure. Both have a faculty
for producing in do-or-die
situations.
Before being stopped in
Saturday's title game against -
Kansas City, Jackson had hit
in seven straight postseason
games for a .583 average.
Garvey has set. National
League playoff records for
total bases, y...zand extra-base
hits.
Totally different in style and
is
"... omelite Chain Saws are always on sale
1
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Sy llse Associated Press
FAST
Boston U 20, Dartmouth 17
Brown 44, Princeimp..13
Cornell 34, Nutria 0
Harvard DI, (vigil. 21
Penn 31, Lblurnits 19
Pletsburati is. Roston ollege 15
Rotors U, Yale 27
VIllantwa 17, Riehmond Ii
SOUTH
chanson IS, Virginia Tech 7
Duke 311, Virginia 13
estrailna IS, PM! 6
Georgia 42, Mississiptil 3
Georgia Tech 4, S Caregiss 3
leaddasto St 14, mad. 21
Marybad 31, N. Cambia St 7 -
14larai,./Is. 17, Ambers IS
Miami, Ohio 7, Pt Canaria 3
FWomi IR. *Mum* I
personality, their careers
have moved on a parallel
course. Both have been the
objects of envy by their
teammates, both have been
involved in bitter con-
troversies.
• Reggie, a muscled 6-footer
-with a show business Clair, is
an extrovert — outspoken,
brutally frank, independent-,
easily accessible and a man
comfortable in the limelight.
By 4ins own admission, he is
"the straw that stirs the
drink."
The pennant-winning
Yankees resented it when he
was signed to a $2.9 million
contract. He was called owner
George Steinbrenner's pet.
They said he had only two
friends on the entire °Yankee
team. He feuded with
Manager Billy Martin and the
Yankees' MVP catcher,
Thurman Munson.
Yet he plaYed it cool, hung
tough and in the end, with
game-winning performances,
-woe respect and status.
Garvey-, son of a Florida bus
driver, is " a low-key, All-
American Boy type, whose
main flaw seems to be that he
_ has none. He is a Frank
A stocky .190-pounder,
Garvey became the Dodgers
iron man and chief rim-
-
•producer. Fans adore him.
Companies .flock to him for
_ endorsements.
He and his pretty wife
Cyndy chose to live a life away
from baseball fanfare. Some
of his teammates thought he
was uppity, a chill developed
between him and pitching star
Don Sutton and the two came
ta_blows in the dressing room.
Garvey- remained the poised
gentleman throughout.
''The man I respect and
admire most on the Dodgers LS
Steve Garvey," says Reggie
Jackson. -If I had a son. I
would want him to be like
Steve."
Ashe Victory Gives
U.S. Berth In Finals
By the Associated Press
GOTEBORG, Sweden —
Arthur Ashe fought off a late
challenge by Kjell Johansson
and beat the Swede 6-2, 6-0, 7-5
to send the United States into
the Davis Cup championship
round against Britain.
Ashe needed one hour and 50
minutes to give the Americans
an unbeatable 3-1 lead in -the
best-of-five semifinals. _1
Bjorn Borg of Sweden
defeated Vitas Gerulaitis 6-3,
6-1 in the final match, shor-
tened by mutual consent, to
Make the final score 3-2.
Sweden and the U.S. split
the opening two singles
matches, with Borg beating
Ashe and Gerulaitis defeating
Johansson. In the crucial
doubles match, Stan Smith
and Bob Lutz outlasted Borg
and Ove Bengtson 2-6, 6-3, 3-6,
7-5,6-3.
The Arnericank will face
Britain, who defeated
Australia 3-2 this weekend, in
the Davis Cap final December
8-10 in the United States.
College Grid Results
Michigan 11, Arizona 17
ktimouri 45. Illinois 3
Nalirsaks zr, lows St. 0
Bathe None 29 MIcMIKK St "29
Ohio St 35, SouthrnMethadist 35. tie
Onion St 17. Minnesota 14
Pardue 14, Wake Pore 7
Mina; 13, Illinois St 0
flit 34, 1 eviarthe 7IS, Iowa 9
W. klehillan 14, Kent state 0
Mamma 34, Indians 7
WOU114111F2rT
Arkansas 42, Tenet ('hrtalian 3
Fleasten It Baylor It
W Taw St 21, W Tam St. d
Oldanoma 31, Telas 10
Tessa AkM 31, Tessa 'tech #
PAR RP=
Alamo U. Waiklogoo• 17
Calderala 23, Oregon II
5- el " • C•101.411) )7, Rasing 7
*WWWWW Cairo& It. SS. Tesas-E1 Pam 24Tomb U. WOW+ liar, 22. /bewail 23. San kat SI. ii
TS
Tarecomp=i0V4013 beman 2o. fiL kalautata
St II * Nervy 37, Air Porn
Talley Vaidaslit 3 Parr Los Vet4241 53, Idaho 14
MIDWIPWT • New Mosico If, Wyoming 15
-6C•4126-20-11•-badiellgaM14--•-• 43-111r,Palleeteer-fle- et-Hall St 7, Indiana St II
(1•03 Michigan 17, Oki 0.3
i 48, Wichita St. 11
K &noes St 111, rkiskims 7
4
last Nap a. 11, Immo St 14
TesswAtkittann U. New Minim-St 1'
VOA V. Stanford 26













































































With well over 70 freshman
on the roster of the ,Mutray
State football , team, it wasn't
really surprising to se g that
two freshmen were starting at
the safety spots on defense
against - the - University of
Tennessee at Martin Satur-
day.-
Both were starting their
first game there, but that
wasn't a surprise, either,
since the defensive 'unit was
shelled for 49' points against
Morehead a week earlier.
Some changes were expected.
But it was surprising to see
t one of those safeties was
Hudspeth — Hud-
speth, the same player who
was the No. 2 tailback-behind
Danny Lee Johnson and who
was tied for the Ohio Valley
Cbriference Tea# in scoring
with three touchdowns prior to
last weekend's action.'
It seemed to be a good
(Dove, however, as Hudspeth
hwrithP thrrrk-hPct _tackle-and-
assist total in the Racers' 21-7
whipping of the Pacers at, Roy
Stewart Stadium. ,
"I like playing the secon-
dary," said Hudspeth after the
game, "but I'd rather be
playing running back. As long
as I'm playing, though, I'm
happy." On the hitting end for
once instead of the ball-
carrying end of the play,
Hudspeth_ _with.
seven tacklesand two assists.
And the other freshman
safety? • •
He — Greg Evans — added
three tackles and an assist and
"played a tremendous game,"
said Murray Coach Mike
Gottfried. •
A hoarse Gottfried praised
the defensive unit that held the
Pacers to one touchdown and
gave the Racers their first win
over Martin since 1975..
-I yelled at these guys all
week," said Gottfried. -We
the coaches) weren't down on
them as individuals; we just
wanted some improvement as
a unit. And they certainly
came through."
• They came through a bit too
hard Tor UT-Martin's liking,
most noteably in the third
quarter.
Murray scored- first. and
took a 6-0 lead after Jun
Dunnaway's point-after at:
tempt sailed wide left. That
miss enabled Martin to take a
7-6 lead at the half on a touch-
down and successful kick with
5:20 left-in the second quarter.
But it ivas -the third period
that mated to be the decisive
one.
The usually-steady Pacer
backs fumbled four times in
the period, and the Racers
recovered each one. During
the flurry, Murray scored
twice to seal the victory.
-- Quarterback Sammy
Bryant, attempting a handoff
from the Murray 34-yard line--
early in the period, Was hit.
The ball skippped away and---
_linebacker Tony Boone .
. -
That set up the go-ahead
score for the Racers. Murray
needed only eight plays To
drive 65 yards — Tyrus
Brown's 25-yard running burst
'was the big one --- and take the
lead for good, 14-7 with 10:13
_ _ at•at - the
missed extra-point back when
Dickens found Keith
Swearington in the left side of
the end zone for the two-point
conversion.
Martin took the ensuing
kickoff, and on-its second play
froth' scrimmage, Bryant
fumbled again on a near-
identical play. This time end
Bill Shannon recovered. _
_ That. _DM ..gaitao Murray
another, scoring chance, but
Dunnaway missed from 25
yards oa field goal attempt.
The cers didn't need a
fumble fo their last score.
They took over on their 39, and
two long-gainers provided the
game's final points. Brown
rambled 26 yards to the
Martin 30, where Mike
Dickens found Greg King over
the middle for the TT.) one play
later. This time BOnnaway's
kick was good and Murray led
21-7.
"UTM probably tired of
seeing the Dickens-King
cembihation throughout the
night. King Caught seven
passes for 82 yards. for his
second-straight banner game.
The sophomore from
Louisville led the Racers with
three catches for 108 yards
and a touchdown- against
Morehead.
Martin fumbled twice more
in the quarter — with Boone
and Shannon each recovering
another — but both were deep
in Murray territory and the
'Leers couldn't capitalize
If first-year UTM head
Coach Vester. - Newcomb has
checked last year's statistics,
he may find that he lost more
than a game. Laal year's
Pacer squad, which finished
second in the Gulf South
Conference with an 8-3 record,
used its 21-7 victory over the
Racers as a springboard for
five victories in its last six
games after a 2-2 start.
UTM annihilated the OVC in
'77, beating: Austin Peay,
Middle Tennessee, Murray
and Morehead by a combined
point total, of 129-39.. The
Pacers, now 1-4, own, only a
victory over Middle Ten-
nessee this season.
The Racers took their 6-0
first-half lead on a Dickens to
Brown three-yard scoring
ith 11'A4 1e .in the
second quarter.. That TD was
set up by tight-end David
Thomas' 39-yard reception
that gave Murray the ball at
the Pacer 7.
Isn't that an awfully long
way downfield for a tight end
to be? "I ran my route," said
Thomas; -"and saw that Mike
was scrambling around back
there. So I went on downfield
but my man didn't (0112w
Mike saw that I was wide open
and hit me with the pass."
Dickens did a great deal of
hitting receivers with passes,
completing 14 of 20 for 152
yards for his - finest per-
formance of the season. He
left the game with three
minutes left in the third
quarter after being kicked in
thec ribs, but not while he was
passing.
Johnson, who rushed for 122
yards on 24 carriers to almost
certainly maintain his status
as the OVC's leading rusher,
had his biggest gainer of 44
yards late M the third.quarter,___ __ ai Nawriack
Dickens, attempting to.
block for the fleet runner, was
kicked as he went down. -My
ribs hurt, but not too bad,"
said Dickens. That was. ap-
parently the most pain he
-Suffered-all night. "The of
nwin
• fensItie 1IMI-1510Affilir was
simply fantastic," he said. "I
can't believe how good our
offense is becoming." --
The injury was apparently
more than just a kick in the
ribs. It was diagnosed as
Fienumotchorax, or air in the—r---
chest. Dickens Avg,' cieftnitelf
miss the Middle Tennessee
game Saturday, but his status
thereafter is as of yet un-
determined.
Murray, now 2-3, resumes
OVC action Saturday, battling
the Blue Raiders in a 7:30 p.m.
contest at Roy Stewart
Stadium. It hosts East Ten-
nessee in the - -homecoming

























122; Tyrus Brown, 13-68; Mike Dickens,
5-214 Ricky Ray; 4-10.
Passing - Mike Dickens. 14-20-1
1521; Ricky Ray, 1-24 ( 17 L
Receiving - nreg King, 7-82; David
Thomas, 2-47; Jeff Bralten, 2-15; Tyrus
Brown.. 24: Keith Swearington, 1-17;
Danny lee Johnson, 1-2
Punting - Wes Furgerson, 7-231-33.9
Puar,e•rmens - Roy Beckle)', 14
Kickoff returns - Nick Nance, 24
Ns. They Serpi
MSU Tyrus Brown, 3 pass from
Mike Dickens, luck failed; 11,-04, 2nd.
UTM - Henry Williams, 2 run; Mike
Poteete, tick; 5 20, 2nd.
MSU -- Mike Dickens; 1 run...Rickens
'te5*earigton16I3; 3. '
MSU - Greg King, 30 pass from














'By The Associated Press
I Best-ol-Seves)
Tees& y's Game
New ̀ fort at Los Angeles, (n1
Wedaesday's Game




Los Angeles at New York, (n1
lialatilsy, Oct. 14




New York at Los Angeles, ( n if
necessary
Wednesday, Oct II
New York. at Loa anaolea, II}, if
necessary
Unwind at The Arlington Hotel and Baths in beautiful Hot
Springs, Arkansas. RelaiCin the §-Wieling waters Of the .famous
thermic baths. Play a little golf or tennis. Enjoy luxurious com-
fort and delicious American and Continental cuisine.
Write, Wire or phone for reservations today.
THE.•
or.
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Slayton 's 5th
Paces Racers
MEMPH11_ - G;.endit 
.Calibro hid a date to keep -
' actually a wedding to attend
- but Wendy Slayton turned
in a .fifth-place finish to Pace
the Murray State women's
cross country squad to a third-
place finish in a five-team
meet at Memphis State
Saturday. .
Murray finished Sea-a-
only Alabama (41) and SIU-
Carbondale ( 41 ) with 63
poits. Fourth was Memphis
State (80), followed. by Soiith-
west University at Memphis
(146).
Slayon completed the 5,000
meter course in 19:04. The
next-best Racer fikisher was
Diane Holnies, 10th in 19:15.
--Other Murray runners, their
finishes and times: Becky
Beckman, 141& 19:32; Sharon
Macy, 16th, 20:01; Lynn
Barber, 18th, 20:09; Lisa
-Baker, 24Th, 2fT:30-; and Mary
Ann McConnell, 25th, 20:58.
The Murray State w6inen's
tennis team routed Austin
Peay 7-2 Friday but fell to
Kentucky by the same score in --
weekend action at the Murray
State tennis complex. 
- Karen Weis won at No. 1, as
did Bitsy Ritt at No. 2, Lynn
Martin at No. 3, Anne Ress at
No. 4 and Becky Jones at No. 6
in the victory over Austin
Peay.
Weis pushed her season
record to 12-1 by whipping the
Wildcats' Kiki Smith 6-3, 3-6,6-
1. The only other win against
Kentucky came at. .NO. -..&
singles, where Jones stopped
Linda Koch 6-3, 6-1.
By the Associated Press
Louisville Trinity, the top
ranked team in Jefferson
County AAAA, has tasted
defeat for the first time since
Oct. 21, 1977.
Trinity's football team was
• beaten 24-21 by Lexington
Lafayette on a 41-yard field
goal by Danny Bishop in the
final two seconds.
The loss was Trinity's- first
in its last 13 games over two
seasons while Lafayette
picked up its fourth win in six
games.
Another top-ranked team,
 Five other .Racers ran, but
didn't figure in the team
scoring. Lisa Bittel was 29th in
21:26, followed by Danielle
Brenne, 30th, 21:44; Patty
Bittel, 33rd, 22:30; Debbie
Mittel, 34th, 22:40; and
Margaret Kopatz, 37th, 23:32.
Alabama and SIU finished
. with the same number of
points; but the Tide came out
on top after the times of each
team's fifth-place runner were
compared.
Calabro, the Raters' No. 1
runner, wasn't married.„She
attended the wedding of a
former Racer runner_ -
Camille Baker - who in-
eidentially, married another
former Racer harrier, Don
Weber. Weber is the assistant
women's track coach at the
University of Kentucky.
The Murray women will
compete in an  invitational
meel- at SILT iii CarbonclaTe
Saturday.
vs Austin Peay 17-2!
Karen Well d. Mary Ann Kobb, 7-6, 6-3;
Bitsy Ritt d. Sherry Harrison 6-2, 6-.7, 6-0;
.14Inkidart1114.Diaalt5C01t, 61.775:
Hess d Susan Davila 64, 6-4; -mart!
-Wo0dpard (AP) cl. Yvonne Utley 6-3, 6-3;
Becky Jones d. Linda Kodi 6-1, 6-1.
Weis-Ritt 5. Harrin-Robb 64, 6-1;
Scott-Woodward (AP) S. Martin-Utley 6-2,
6-1; Baja-Jones S. Koch-Davila .6-1, 6-1.
- vs Keinicky 12-.7(
Waled. Kiki Smith 6-3, 3-6, 6-1; .Jackie
Gibson (UK! S. Ritt 6-0, 6-0; -Lisa Scheper
(UK ) d. Martin 64, 64; SWIM Nolan ( UK )
S. Rees 6-1, 6-1; Debbie Grimes UK! 5.
Utley 6-4, 6-1; Jones d. Cindy Kearney 4-6,
6-4, 6-1
Smith-Gibson (UK d. Weis-Rat 7-5, 6-4;
Nolan-Vanessa Nixon UK! [27' Martin-
Utley 6-4, 74. Keartiey4rimes ( UK) d.
Resoillonas 6-2, 1-4.'
Newport • Catholic of State
AAA,' also bit the dust last
weekend. Catholic was am-
bushed 7-0 by Erlanger Lloyd.
In other games involving
ranked teams:
-State AA: 'Halfback Steve
Bird ran for 130 yards in 12
carries and Roy Taylor ran for
touchdowns of six and 11 yards
as No. 2 Corbin defeated
Everts 19-6; No. 4 ' Heath
blasted Lone Oak 41-0, and No.
5 Glasgow, with touchdowns
by Ricky Wood and Larry
Hayes, blanked Warren ,East
14-0.
Lindsey Hudspeth, moved from running back to safety against UT Martin, played brilliantly in
Murray State's 21-7 win. Hudspeth had seven tackles and two assists
By the Associated Press
The chase is on in the Ohio
Valley Conference, with
Eastern Kentucky leading the
way as the season moves
__toward the halfway point.
Eastern Kentucky grabbed
sole possession of the OVC
lead with a 2-0 record after a
42-12 romp over Middle
Tennessee on Saturday.
In the only other codi-rence
game, defending champion
Austin Peay won its first
league start in three tries with
a 19-16 win over Morehead. ,
In non-conference games,
Akron - a new OVC member
which will compete for the
title next season squeezed
by Western Kentucky 26-21,
Ea§t -Tennessee battered
Tennessee Tech 38-17 and the
passing of Mike Dickens was
the difference in Murray's 21-7
win over Tennessee-Martin.
Dale Patton ran for three
touchdowns and Bill Hughes
passed for two others to lead
Eastern's offensive attack.
Eastern Kentucky, ranked
10th in the NCAA Division 1-
AA poll, settled the issue early
dinTrog
at RoyStewart Stadium. the chili foiled to stop the Racers' enthusiasm as Murray won 21-7.
by scoring the first three
times it got its hands on the
ball. Patton ran for 143 yards




of puy berioby the sophomore
fullback.
The loss gives MTSU a 1-1
conference record. -
'Austin Peay trailed for
coming Alive in the final
quarter to scare 13 points
against Morehead. Tailbacks
Barry Monde and Cosmo
Cocnran scored on runs of 6
GOTEMBA, Japan (AP)- 
Dr. Gil Morgan says it was his
determination to take birdies
on all three par-5 holes that
helped him win the $300,000
Pacific, Club Masters golf
tournament. -
His three birdies on thos-e
holes Sunday was the margin
and 1 yards, respectively. •
The game leaves Austin
Peay and Morehead State 1-2
in OVC standings.
Dan Simon scored a pair of
touchdowns on short runs,
ineluding the come - from
behind tally in the third
period, to key the win for
AkrotE
Dickina passed for two
touchdowns and ran for a third
to spark Murray's win over
UT-Martin
of victory over fellow
American Jerry Pate. Morgan
had with a 273 total, 11 under
par on the 6,225-yard, par-71,
Qotemba course near Mt.
Morgan received $65,000
first prize money and a
Japanese sports car.
The Pittsburgh Steelers are
off to the best start of their 46
years in the' National Football
League, and they're loving
every yard of it.
.With Terry Bradshaw
but completing
-. 1- i11tiveH°tar 
the
_
18 paSsea he attempted for 231
running for 104 yards, the
Steelers walloped Atlanta 31-7
-Sunday:- --
Pittsburgh is now 6-0 - one
of three NFL teams with a
perfect record - and leads the
American Conference Central
Division by two full games
over Cleveland.
• "The only thing-
excited about is the last one,"
Steelers defensive tackle Joe-
Greene said after the game,
mean, really jumping up and
down and. saying, 'Wow,
wee!"' 
Greene"s nonchalance,
'however, -did not typify the
Steelers. In fact, Coach Chuck
Noll called Bradshaw to the
sidelines in the third  gliarter
and-tOld him to quit smiling
and waving to his wife, figure
skater JoJo Starbuck, who
was sitting.in the stands.
"He (Noll) was smiling
*hen he called Terry,". said
wide receiver Lynn Swan.
"After all, he has often said,
'Let's make Sunday fun-
day.",
One of Bradshaw's passes
was for, a touchdown, an 11-.. . _
yaa Thli;thtr Stallworth-in -
the fourth quarter, ,and the
Pittsburgh quarterback ran 6
yards for a second-quarter
score. •Rocky Bleier also
scored twice. .
Like Pittsburgh, Los
Angeles easily held onto its
flawless record, downing San.
Francisco 27-10. The other 6-0
team, Washington, had to
scramble past Detroit 21-19 on
a Joe Theismann touchdown
pass with less than two
minutes to go.
Elsewhere in the
Oakland rallied' to beat
Houston 21-17, Dallas clob-
3, Green Bay outdueled
Chicago 24-14, Cleveland
defeated New Orleans 2440,
San Diego shut out penver 23-
0, New England whipped
Philadelphia 24-14, Baltimore
beat St. Louis 30-17, Tampa
Bay routed Kansas City 30-13,
Seattle edged Minnesota 29-28
and the New York Jets
crushed Buffalo 45-14. Monday
-night's game' pits winless
.Cincinnati agaist Miami.
UT--
After an admittedly subpar
performance last Monday
night against Washington,
Roger Staubach threw three
touchdown •. passes to get
Dallas 'back on the winging
track. Two of Staubach's TDs
were to Tony Hill.
The Cowboys defense, which
has not given up a touchdown
in 11 consecutive quarters,
satked- the--- Giants quar-
terbacks eight times.
Senior quarterback Mike Dickens enjoyed his best game of the
season, completing14 of 20 passes for 152 yards in engineering
the Racers' 21-7 triumph over UT-Martin Saturday. Dickeni suf-
-feted severety bruised ribs and will miss the Middle Tennessee
game Saturday.
In less than two weeks the other TWIN will
be opening its doors in Murray. Look for 'More
information.
It's time to WARM UP for Fall Sports
with a WARMUP from Dennison-Hunt











Choose a warmup by White Stag, Court Casual, Adidas, Jelenck or
Winning Ways and save during this one-week special. We tiave
the lar est selection in the area with all sizes and colors:
SPORTING GOODS
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the Oak Ridge Boys; the
Original Texas Playboys; the
Statler Brothers.
Vocal duo of the year - Jim
Ed Brown and Helen Cor-
nelius; Johnny Duncan and
Miss Fricke; Jennings and
Nelson; Rogers and Miss




N.H., and just this year was
awarded the • doctorate at
Wesleyan University.
• . DeekateL_-w-isativw lor Pert-
Arthur, Texas,,comes to the
. campus from Western
„.Michigan University, where
lie has been a visiting
professor. His experience
includes both academic and
industrial mathematics_ 
His three degrees were
earned at Rice University at
tiouston, after which he joined
the Humble Oil Company
(now -_Exxon)-__ig a research
engineer -involved in
numerical analysis and
operations research. In 1971,
-he went with Lockheed Air-
craft where he helped develop
the compute_r programs for
the space shuttle'system.
.Dr. Bruce Christensen and
Joe Mack._King are the two
new membeis. of the Depar-
tment of Biology. Christensen
comes to Murray from Iowa
State University at Ames,
Where-he-has been 1_61-- the past
year  He_ _earned--
dergraduate degree at the
University of Wisconsin at
River Falls and his doctorate
-atiowa-State last year:-
A native of Conroe, Texas,
King has been at Rice
University, where he was




interest lies --basically in
phycology, or seaweed..-..He
tiolds two degrees from Sam
Houston University, Hunt-
sville, -Texas,- and --in- 1971"
earned his doctorate in botany
at the University of Texas at
Austin.
Theo Tuck is the new
member of the Department of
Agriculture having completed
a master's degree at Murray
State, where she_ has been.
active in an over-all feasibility
study of the adaptability and
marketing potential of
blueberries in West Kentucky.
She also earned her un-
dergraduate degree at





Users report fuel savings •
of 50 to 75 per cent!
Canada • 'Out furl lull I I., Cat at leitta
In half." Tenni...see "My gives-more .
heat, far less fuel, with heated ri.mis every
moming.hr MaskarhusAti• "My heating cost is
now nir'. Tanscla: "We are now i.istrilrPar-
than one-third of the wood W4•11M‘t before:' '
-E-RittY tfCfrrij Ttia-
pensive, readily available firewi Hal (any
Install an Ahlvierand navel_ - -
The Deluxe Ashley Imperial, Mc;c1s1 C69
We can save you money on a new Ashley
Heater! We have been asked not to ad-.
vertise price outside our own county. We




Hey. 79 West Dover, In.
35 Min. From Murray
Closed Sunday & Wed.
Phone (615) 232-5106 3
nit iiiii isausismeeminmemmeno3
'Read The Want Ads
•
Ten New Faces Added To MSU Environmental Sciences Faculty
An assistant dean, two
departmental Chairmen and
seven faculty members make
- up the new faces m the College
of Environmental Sciences at
  Mi_irraLSIalgAlniiiersit,v this
fall. -
Dr.1:tillip Sparks is the new
assistant to Dean Gary
Boggess. For the past 13
years, Sparks has been in
• associate professor of biology
at the Universil of_Wiacorpiin
at LaCrosse. A native of Terre-
Ind..,. he earhed-Lhia-
undergraduate and doctoral-
degrees at Purdue University
and his master's at DePauvr
- Ussiversity at GreencasUe.
Dr. James L. Meeks is the
new chairman- of the
Department of Chemistry.
replacing Dr. Pete Panzera,
who 'has retired, while Dr:
----Datifid E. Gibbs is the new
aairman of the Department-
,  of Mathematics, replacing Dr.'
; Jack -Wilson, Who -Tiad been
serving as acting chairman
- since Dr. Harold Robertson 
relinquishedthe position to
return to_plassrnelm teachirig
. more than a year ago:
Meeks, a native of Harlan
County, has been ' on the
Cumberland College faculty
sines' 1964 and chairmarLdits
chemistry department since
1967. He "earngd his B.S.
degree at 'Cumberland
College, his master's at
Purdue and m 1974 was
awarded a doctoral degree by
Louisiana State University.
Gibbs, a native of Paso
Robles, California, has spent
'the last five years as an
assistant professor of
mathematics at _Louisiana.. ,
-bate -University. 'A guest
researcher at
Mathematics Institute at the '
-University of Bohn in Ger-
many for two years, he holds
two degrees from the
University of California at
Berkley and a doctorate from
. the University of Virginia.
Of, the le'en new faculty -.-
members, two are in the
Department of Chemistry, two
in Mathematics, two in
biology and one in agriculture.
Dr. David Owen, a native or 1
Coronado, California, and Dr, -.77
Fred S. Senftleber, a-
Floridian, are the two new
chemistry teachers.
' For the past three years,








at Oklahoma in 
Dr. David E. Gibbs
3
Theo Tuck
Dr. David S. Pelland
Norman. He earned his un-
dergraduate degree in
chemistry at the University of
Illinois in 1935, and his doc-
torate in organometallic
chemistry,..ki_ IWO at _1,11g.
University of „talifoirila at
Riverside.





R.I., where he was an
assistant professor of
jhemistry. H1,1 undergraduate




Dr. David S. Pelland and
Dr. James U. Meeks
ites4'.• ei
Dr. Bruce Christensen
Dr Donald J. Deckard are the
(Nvo new faces in the Depar-
unent of Mathematies.-
Pelland has been a teaching
assistant at Wesleyan
UniversaY Aiklidesivi,
Com., and has major interests
in topological dynamics and
ergoclic theory. He holds en
Dr. Fred C. Senftleber
-Doily Parton, Most Nominated
In Country Aw,ards, Didn't Vote
NASHVILLE, Term. (AP) -
Dolly Parton has a confession
as she heads into tonight's
nationally televised -tountry
Music Association awards
show as the most-nominated
performer. She didn't vote.
"I ne'ver-do vote.," she said
in an interview. "I just don't
get a chance to sit down and
look things over. But I
wouldn't vote for myself." -
Miss Parton is a finalist for
• the, top award, entertainer of
the year, and three other
major awards to be presented
during the live show at the
Grand Ole Opry House from
a:30 p.m. to 11 p.m.. EDT. She'
also is a finalist for top female
vocalist, single of the year and
album of the year. The album
and single were the million-
selling "Here You tome'
Again."
























jelting 14.111WMANTIII Offer expires Prober 2s, tem
— South 12th Streets
are Willie Nelson, Waylon
-Jennings, the Kendalls, Kenny
Rogers and Ronnie Milsap.
"I expect to win something,
but I'll not be a bitter loser,"
Miss Parton said. "It's been a
big year for me. If I could pick
a category to win, it would be
entertainer of the year. But
lsorneone hat to win and '-
someone has to lose."
Other finalists for.. .ep-
tertainer of the year, are
Crystal Gayle, Milsap, Rogers
and Mel Tills. Finalists for
top male vocalist are Larry
Gatlin, Milsap, Nelson,
Rogers and Don Williams.
Joining- Mils. Parton in the
running for top female
vocalist are . Janie _Fricke,
Miss Gayle, Errunylou Harris
and Barbara Mandrell.
There will be one inductee
into the Country Music Hall of
Fame. Finalists are Johnny
Cash, Vernon Dalharl,
Grandpa . Jones, Hank Snow
and t)seSoris of the Pioneers.
Performing during the show
will be Gatlin. Miss Mandrel},
Rogers, Dottie West, Miss
Gayle, -Miss Harris, the
Charlie Daniels Baud, Miss
Parton, the Statler Brothers,




Single of the year - "Blue
Bayou." Linda Ronstadt ;
"Heaven's Just a Sin Away,"
'Kendalls, "Here You
Come ':ain," Miss Parton;
"Mamma. Don't Let Your
Babies Gro Up to be
Cowboys," Jen s, and
-Take This Job and ve It,"
Johnny Paycheck's
Album of the year -
"Country Boy," Williams;
"Heaven's Just.a Sin Away,"
the Kendalls; "Here You
Come Again," Miss Parton;
"It Was Almost Like a Song,"
Milsap, and "Waylon and
Willie," Jennings and Nelson.
Veal group of the year -
Dave elt Sugar; the kendalls:.
The air in a southwest wind,
known as a chinook, is so warm
that it can elevate the tempera-
ture 40 degrees in ten minutes
and is dry enough to evaporate
a foot of snow overnight. Dur-
ing the winter, it has brought
'weather to the Canadian Rock-
ies that is balmy enough to
cause lilacs to bud in January,
says National Geographic
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers whe her e net
reteoved their Itseue-deliverod
Espy •I The Merrily ledger a
Twos by 5,30 p.m. Alloaday•
Friday or by 340 p.m. ea Satyr
days emerged tied 83.1v16
between 540 p.m. and 6 p.m,.
tr- 310 p.m.
tate.4 Seturdays, lamire
dilatory of the wowspayar. Calls
0..4 in 6 'p.m










A WIDE SELECTION OF:
• Housewares









• Loc & Keys
• Glass PFOducts
We rent power tools and
cleaning equipment
Repair service for power tools
-and small appliances, all makes
FREE PARKING
a itow
The ntore you tell,
The more you sell.
South Central Seib Yellow
FIRST ST. N
PAII4GROUNDS
123 FIRST STREET N
Across from the
Fairgrounds
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Deaths And Funerals




The funeral for Mrs. Mavis
C. Mardis, wife of Herbert
Lonnie Henson died Sunday Mardis who died in 1929, will
at 10:30 .p.m. at the CarrolV-be held Tuesday at ten a.m. at
County General Hospital, the-chapel of the J. H. Chur-
--Huntingdon, Tenn. He was 75
• years. of age and a resident of
Huntingdon.
Henson was a retired
maChiniat for General Motors
. in Detroit, Mich., where he
was also a member of Lodge
No. 519 Free and _Accepted
Masons. Born Oct.. 22, 1902, in
County..be__wasibe
110n of the late Willianifienson
and Lenora Gardner Henson.
chat Funeral' with Terry
Jeffries in charge of the
music.
Burial. will follow in the
Palestine Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mrs. Mardis, age 79, died
Friday at. the Oakwood
Hospital, Dearborn, Mich. She
was a retired .schoel teacher
He was member of the having taught in Smithland for
many years. Born Sept. '4i,Reorganized Church of Latter:-
.1899, she was the daughter ofDay Saints of Paris, Tenn.
member of the ParHuntingdon, Tenn.; ksideone---
daughter, Mrs. Stan (Nancy) 
Chuihof Christ.
Volpe, and one grand-
daughter, Miss Melissa Volpe,
Kent, Ohio; four sisters, Mrs.
Ora Barnett, Mrs. Annie
Ernstberger, and Mrs. Eadell
Reynolds, all of Paducah, and
Mrs. Ola Griffin, Concord,
Calif.; two brothers, Pete
Henson-, Murray,- and Luck
Henson, Benton.
The funeral will be held
Tuesday at one p.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with Bro.
- 'Emery Jennings antriEro.
Terrell Cochran officiating.
Linda Sykes will be in \charge
of the music.
Burial will follow in the Elm
Grove Cemetery.,
Friends may call at the




 Survivors include his 
wife' -Oliver. Mrs. Mardis was- IfMrs. Allie Tucker Henson,
•
funeral home.
Mr. Rose, age 68, died
Funeral Is Tuesday-----efingilites-liel
For William Rose For Mrs. Dickerson
Funeral services for
William Mason Rose will be
held Tuesday at ode p.m. at
the-shaper of the Blaloclez
Coleman Funeral Home with
the Rev. „Lawson-Witham/ion
officiating and Mrs. Otto
Erwin as organist.
Pallbearers will be Theron
Clar-k, Clarence Kiirowski,
Billy Max Paschall, Mark
Paschall, Lathen Hart, and
Paul Redden. Burial will
follow in the Sinking Spring
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
Final, rites for Mrs. Pearl
Dickerson, widow of the Rev,
W. W. Dickerson, were held
Friday at the chapel of the
Max Churchill Funeral Horne




and Max Dowdy, Reggie Ellis,
John Cohoon, Jackie Byerly,
and Weaver Dickerson. Burial
was in the Murray -City.
Cemetery.
Mrs. Dickerson, age 76, died
Wednesday ai Calvert City
PAST MASTERS- HONORED — Past masters of the
Temple Hill Mascinic Lodge were honored with-a dinner
at the lodge Saturday, Oct. 7. Among those honored
were, back row, left to right James Ross, _AtvAh
Oalloway, Eddie Culver, Billy Galloway, Ronnie Ross, Pat
Thweatt, and (front, row) Brownie Willoughby, Odell
Colson, Bill Miller_f_harlie lassiter„ John Grogan and
Charles Henry.
Convalescent Center. Carroll'Says HesNàtT
—Mt Morel) Churc 
IThursday morning in Por-
tland, Oregon. He was retired
e late n and Edith from the Refinery Transport At church
Survivors include two sons,
Harvey Mardi.s.
Mich., and Herbert Mardis,
Riverside, Calif.;_ene sister,
Mrs. •Bernadine and
one brother, Earl Oliver, both
of Murray.
Mrs, Stallings Is
Dead At Age Of 80
Corripany,-*Ima, -Mich:, where
he-was a-member ofthe First
Baptist Church and Lodge No.
244 Free and Accepted
msmorei  Born Feb. 23, 1910; in.
Calloway County, he was the
son of the late Richard and
vannah Hart Rose.
The deceased was a Navy.
veteran of World War!!.
Mr. Rose is survived by two
sons, Billy Rose, Denver,
Colo., and Dewayne Rose,
Portland, Oregon; one sister,
Mrs. Elizabeth McArthur,
Detroit, Mich.; two brothers,
- -Ruben --Rose,. Murray, and
Thomas Rose, Detroit, Mich
Mrs. Ruby Stallings, sister
of Mrs. Eula Walker of
Murray, died Saturday at the
Henry County General
Hospital, Paris, Tenn. She was




Baucum and Mrs. Imogene
Willoughby, Henry, Tenn.,
and Mrs. Bessie Anderson,
Gleason, Tenn.; one sister,
Mrs. Fula Walker, Murray;
Funeral services for Mrs. one brother, Arlen. Wallace,
John W. Richerson, the for- Lansing, Mich. --
mer Lela Martha Humphreys -4, The funeral is being held
of Calloway County, were held -bay at two p.m. at the chapel
Sunday at two p.m. at the of the MeEvoy Funeral Home,
chapel of the Miller Funeral Paris, Tenn., with burial to
follow in the Bethel Cemetery
Home, Hazel, with the Rev. near Paris.
James T. Garland officiating
-and Mrs. Oneida While as
organist and soloist.
Pallbearers were Glen and
Dwain Richerson, Brent and
Kenneth Manning, Elmore
Johnson, and Buford Stone.
Burial was in the South 
PleasantGrove Cemetery. _ The...final rites for Carlton
Outland were - held
Mrs. Richerson, age66, died
Saturday at 2:30 p.m. at theWednesday at Lake Station,
chapel of the J. H. Churchill




First Christian Church there.
Survivors include her 
Dr. Bill Whittaker officiating. ..rning, Mrs. Kenny (Tammy)
Hoover, and Traci Parker.Active pallbearers were Bob
husband, John W. Richerson,
Tonight
The Mt: -Horeb Free Will
Baptist Church, located on
East Walnut Street, Murray,
47411 begin -revival -services-
tonight, Monday, and will
continue through Friday, Oct.
13.
The Rev. G. M. Gregory of
Murfreesboro, Tenn., will be
the guest evangelist, and a '
nursery will be open each
evening for the services to
start at 7:30, according to the
church pastor, the Rev.





Ora King, Barber Meet Tuesday For
In Murray, Dies At Important Session
gek.
Hd.p 1!' • Sunday
h, y .Lake Station, Ind.; one
Outland, Vernon and John
daughter, Mrs. Donald-
Cohoon, and Jimmy Jones.
( Martha'--„Sue) Knoblick,
Honorary pallbearers were
Lowell, Ind.;--two sons, Max
members of the Crusaders
Richerson, Portage, Ind., and Sunday School Class of the
James Richerson, First Baptist Church.
Washington, D. C.; two Entombment was in the
sisters, Mrs. Anna Laurti\Murray Mausoleum.
Shipley and Mrs. Era Price, Mr. Outland, age 62, died
Rensselaer, Ind.; seven Thursday at his home, 1809_
grandchildren. College Farm Reed, Murray.
•
Free For The Asking I
write
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071
Ora King, barber in Murray
for 27 years, died Sunday at
4:45 a.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital. He
was 66 years of age.
Mr. King was a member of
the Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ. Born March
17, 1912, in Calloway County,
-he- was the son of the late
Harvey H. ̀ King and Laura
McCuiston King.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Odelle Steele King, to
whom he was married on
April 25, 1936, Murray Route
Four; one daughter, Mrs.
Gene (Linda) Parker, 1707
Holiday Drive, Murray; one
son, Gene Paul King, 1508
Belmonte Drive, Murray; one
sister, Mrs. Rollie - (Oro)
Myers, Benton; four grand-
children, Valerie and Brad
The funeral is being held
today at two p.m. at the chapel
of the 131alock-Coleman
Fiewrifi Home with Bro. John
Dale and Bro. Mark Pugh
officiating. Jerry Bolls is
leading the song service with
singers from the Seventh and
Poplar Church.
Active pallbearers are Earl;
Bobby Gene, and Clyde Steele,
Harold Houston, Homer Beall,
and Solon Bucy. Honorary
pallbearers are Leernon Nix,
Guy Spann, John Tom Taylor,
Dewey Grogan, Frank Hargis,
Charlie Humphrey, Earl
Nanny, Brooks and Vernon
Moody, Hugh Waldrop, Bud
Myers, Ottis Valentine, and
Eulice Moubray.









Tuesday - October 1
8:30 a.m.,- 12:30 p.m.
Central Shopping Center Parking Lot
North 12th Street
In cooperation with the West Kentucky ReVonal Blood Center
- _an appf., nail the MCCII Blood iamb 753-Tal oaf. or 'kap by flip
4014..
The Murray Band Boosters
will meet Tuesday, Oct.10, at
7:30 p.m. at the band room of
the high school.
Plans for the Contest of
Champions at Murfreesboro,
Tenn., the Murray State
University homecoming
parade, and Festititir
Champions state contest at
Murray State University will
The discussed, according to the
president, Dr. Hugh Noff-
singer.
. The parent bus which had
been chartered to go to
Murfreesboro .has been
cancelled due to the lack of
persons making reservations,
Noffsinger said.
All band parents a're urged
to be present Tuesday to
receive information regarding
these three special events,
said the president.
Stock Market
Prices of stock of local interest at
noon. EDT, today, furnished to the
Ledger & Times by First of Michigan.
Corp.. of Murray, are as follows:
Industrial Average. . ....... 4.85
Air Products . ?at. unc
American 'Motors  -L.
Ashland Oil 463" unc
American Telephone 841, +3,4
Bonanza- 71413,74A
Chrysler  unc
Ford _Motor 45,4 +
GAF  +4,
General Care 17B lS'A
General Dynamics 1334 +h•
General Motors ...... . . f.4% +3/4
General Tire ....
Goodrich ......... • . 2044 int
Hardees  141.
Heublein 293/, +41
IBM  . 281 4-21.
Pennwalt • 30,( unc
Quaker Oats 284 +
Tappan_ ........... • . 10% unc
Wal-Mart 27
Wendys 348 34'44A
• BOWLING GREEN-,--Ky. —
Gov. Julian Carroll said here
last week that he has no in-
--terest in any "_preeir-leney _of _
any university.anywhere."
The comment came before a
group of area educators
--during a speech Thursday
night. Reports that Carroll
might succeed Dr. Con-
stantine Curris at Murray
- State University, with Curris$
moving over to Western
Kentucky • University, have
been circulating around the
west-state area for several
—weeks.
Carroll also told the group




of student financial aid at
-Murray State University, has
been selected as one of two
Kentucky representatives to
attend a national conference'
of student financial aid ad-
ministrators in Denver, Colo.,
Oct. 16-1,8.
Called by die Bureau of
Student Financial Assistance
of the U.S. Office of
Education, the Validation
Planning Conference is in-
tended to provide input item
the campus level to reduce





student financial aid at
Murray State since 1966, is






Murray Police today is
investigating the theft of
almost $200 in small change
from Pizza Hut.
A police spokesman said the
theft was reported Saturday.
The theft is believed to have
occurred prior to 11 p.m. Oct.
6. the spokesman said. Pizza
Hut is located at 12th and
Chestnut in Murray.
complexities of government
are factors that make
leadership "Seemingly inl-
passiblik." • . 
"Most of the media want to
print every mistake you make
in the worst possible light and
never consider printing
something you did right," the






arson in connectibn with two
fires Sunday, one which
almost destroyed a bridge on
Trevathan Cemetery Road off
U.S. 641 north of Murray.
Aceording to a spokesman
for Calleway County Fire-
Rescue Squad, several tires
were set on fire on the bridge.
The fire damaged the supports
underneath the bridge before
12 volunteer firefighters with
the department were able to
contain it, the spokesman
said.
Authorities discoverecla gas
can near the blaze, the
spokesman said. The volun-
teer department received the
call about 8:15 p.m. Sunday.
Kentucky State Police also
assisted firefighters on the
scene.
The spokesman said, arson is
also suspected in connection
with a brush fire in a dump
located on Coles Campground
Road about 9 p.m. Sunday.
Eight volunteers responded to
that call. The spokesman said
firefighters contained that
blaze in the dump.
Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Service Oct
9,
Kentucky Purchasei Area Hog Market
Report Includes 7 B4ting Stations
Receipts: Act. 692 P.st. 450 Barrows &
Gilts mostly .25 lower Sows steady to. 50
higher instances $1.00 higher
US 1-2 200-230 Ns- $51(Z5r52.00
US 2200-240 lbs $51.50,51.75
US 2-3240-250 bs. $50.50-5150
US 2-4 260-220 bs. $49.50-50.50
Sows
US 1.2 270-350 bs 142 00-43 00
US 1-3 300-500 bs 841.00-42.00
US 1-3 450-500 bs. $42 00-43 50
US 1-3 500-650 bs. $44.0045.00 few 45 50




Of Elyria, Ohio, Plant
NWIK Dr —
Tappan Company has an-
nounced that tentative
agreement has been reached'
to sell its Heating and Air
Conditioning Division, based
. in Elyria, Ohio, to Smith
Jones, Inc., a privately-owned
Minnesota corporation. Terms
of the transaction were not
disclosed. Consummation or
the transaction is dependant,
among other things, on Mb
buyer securing final approval
of itS financing. 
Commentingon the sale, D.
C. Blasius, Tappan president'
and ehief executive officer,
said, "Although the division's
operating results have im-
proVed over the past several
years. it has been a drain or.
earnings an,. does not fit well
with Tappan's long range
plans. Dramatic changes in --
both world and domestic
economic conditions since
acquisition of the Division
have led us to conclude that
redeployment of our assets
into other markets will be
more btineficial -to the -cony—
,
PanY and its shareholders.
ownership of its profitable air
conditioning subsidiaries in
Venezuela and t_15.,3mot."
He further stated that,
• "Although terms of the
transaCtion are subject to
adjustment, it is anticipated
the result would be a charge to:
earnings in 1978 of ap-
proximately S. per share,:
and it is expected that the
company would report an
operating profit in 1978.. -
-The buyer has indicated
that the operation --Weuld
continue in its current location
and be operated as part of its
Frigiking group and, because
of a unique fit with its other
activities, profits should be -
vatianced."
The announcement - eon--
chided with the statement,
"The business of the division
would be conducted subs
stantially as in the past, 
together with use of the
Tappan -name for- -a limited--
period, to permit an orderly
transition."






from costing too much
anctiaking too long:
Putting irp a new building too often means paying
more than you expected and taking longer than you
. thought. -
The most frequent reason? No one person is clearly
in control_That can tattle a-basic comibunication
breakdown among all parties involved, -resulting in
confusion, cost overruns and missed deadlines.-
. But we bger..you a team of construction
professionals capable of coptrolling your entire projea
...concept to completion.
We can handle ?It the details— planning, '
rights-of-way, perrnits, construction, even landscaping.
Well make sure you get your building on-time and
on-budget. And we'll do it using construction methods
and building systems that can cut up to 40% off
some conventional building timetables.
Solt your next building has time and budget
limitations, call us. We'll give you both the hailding and
the control you need.
CESA CONTRACTORS, INC.
Route 2—Box 525





you're a little mad
-'about something
tiewrote. good!
The true purpose of th-s Viewspep4,..V: present the facts accurately not to
appease If you get our 11•1114, VLF 001 Of Our editorials, writert or the was in
which we present our forts . groin' 11144aese getting mod usually means that you
ore about to get ,tivol.ed And in.ol.eniatir weans the had of action that improres our
lifestyles and conditions
So get mod at us if you ihelot woo are still going to report the facts ond keep you
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The maze of sennces con-
fronting would-be bank
- depositors. becomes every
more .4ettimua next month
With the addition of a new type
of account allowing customersr
to !Wove money automatically
from savings to checking.
' -Commercial banks have -
been authorized to offer the
transfer accounts starting
Nov. 1 and some institutions.
are advertising them already.
The idea behind the new
accounts is simple: . Why not
let people leave money in
say rags depotits, earning'
intereet, until they actually
isee4et7 The execution is less
Crossword Puzzler
simple: There are corn- your checking account and let
plicated strings attached and the tank know. When a check
the service flay not- be wor- that would cause the balance
thwhlle for -the individual to dip below the minimum
unless a hefty balance is in- reaches the bank, money will
volved. be trignsferred automatically
Individual ranks are likely -frorn your savings account to.
-to set different fees and cover tIle difference. _
regulations, just as they do far Compare costs carefully
existing types of accounts. before opening a transfgr
The Federal Reserve Board account. Will you-earn enough
considered imposing a money in additionalinterest to
minimum 50-cent fee for every • offset cbarget for the transfer
transfer, but decided against-- lerVicel Is there some other
the idea. In general, the combination of accounts that
transfer accounts will work would cost less? Could you get
like this: the equivalent- of an interest-
Open two accounts - bearing cited:mg account al---
some . facility other than a • '
sainglnlengsbaor. Decidechecird how b-: a
balance you want to keep in
ACROSS  Answer  _to Saturday 's_Puzzle
1 Explosion - Abby,
5 SQueeze 7 Symbol for
11 Merchant rhodium
12 Forms 8 Dine











29 Group of ,
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27 Body of sol-
diers 40















YARN SPINNING LESSON - The Rev. C. A. Striplin iii-flopkinsville, Louise May oflivlogslon Co., and Burnvt Vick!! SLI_Hopkinsoilte- get -a-lesson-ict yams-pinning af TNT-_ _ __Penn-YAW Senfartitiien tonvention held recently at lake Barkley State Resort Park,The Demonstration w_i. swansored by Land tibiae-en The Lakes. TVA's  17.0.061)-acri_
_ 
.
demonstration area in western Kentucky and Tennessee. ...._
_ _ 
,
comwercialliumk,?_Do you_ ynu 
want to tie in  savings. in a -
Your Individual e7x.
Horoscope
.9'"(4)) - -  imam Dralic 
=ipkind of day will
w be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign-
ARM
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20116i-A
)
All of the changes in. the
offing are not to your liking
but cooperate with the
inev-itable- -and- things will
work to your advantage.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 2iiti(f‘l.
a 2tetaleih_y-try -be
aggressive. You'll accomplish
more if you allow you innate
charm and good nature to take
over.
 oilyStevelintyi
"mniercial bank wilt2n Ynu Kentucky Democratic Womencould be earning more moneyelsewhere?








































announce the, transfer ac-
counts was Chemical Bank of
New „York. Under the
Chemical plan, holders of
-tiaiisfer --amounts' -wilt -he
required to maintain a
minimum, combined balance
of $500 in a checking account
and in a "clay-ot-deposit; day-
of-withdrawal," *5 percent
savings account. If the
combined balance dips below
$500, the customer earns no
interest. There will be a $3
monthly charge for the ser-
vice, plus a fee of 25 cents for
every day a transfers made.
Citibank, the nation's
second largest commercial
bank, is announcing a similar
service. It will charge a $5
monthly fee on accounts with
balances of less than $1,000. As
the balance increases, the fee
will decrease and there will be
no charge at all if the
customer keeps over $5,000 in
the accounts.
NOTE: Transfer accounts
should not be confused with
socalled overdraft _accounts
which let you write checks
greater than your balance.
-When you write an overdraft,
you are. actually borrowing
money from the bank and Will
have to repay it, with interest.
With a transfer account„ you















( Mayn 10 Joie ill la$1101t..
GEMINI - off
Donit underestimate minor
• gains. They could be the
begining_of a. string_ of-.good
luck that will result in a
. • change for the better in your
Asks For Discrimination Study financial status.CANCER
FORT ----MITCHELL,
( AP) - The Kentucky
Democratic Women's' Con-
vention, though split over
-support of the Equal Rights
Amendment, is ..lisking for a
state study of -job
discrimination based on sex.
The resolution drew 'stan-
ding applause Saturda_y from
The 800 delegatei,- who also
commended Lt. Gov. Thelma
Stove en-ERA-activist.
The study called for the
State Legislative Research
Commission to make the study
ahnd draft legislation
regarding such discrimination
for the 1980 session Of the
General Assembly.
The resolution raises the
issue that 41 per cent of
Kentucky's work force is
female and federal stodies
indicate a $4,230 difference in
median income between men
and women.
Many of the delegates
differed later on whether the
loud approval was a show of
support for ERA and Mrs.
Stovall.
Mrs. Stovall 'called it a
"great" response and said the,
study "will -lay this issue
(support •of the ERA) to rest.





HECK -  IT WAS
IN ThiE CABBAGE
r ••••••
--1211T we become high-class
citizens. And that's all -there is
. to it."
Boone County Com-
missioner Irene Patrick said
she was not applauding for the
ERA
"That's wrong, very wrong.
I'm already liberated. I work
--on the fai-m right next to my
h be d," h • id.
_Bobbie Sue Sims.. .president
of the Allen County delegation,
said she was "all for equal pay
for equal work, but some of
the ERA is just too extreme."
The resolution honoring
Mrs. Stovall commended her
for "supporting the action of
the previous General
Assembly and leading us
toward achievement of equal
justice under the law for all
Kentuckians."
It referred to Mrs. Stovall's
veto earlier this year of
legislation, passed this year
rescinding the state's ap-
proval of the ERA.
• . (June 22 to July 23)
Keep plans, especially-Mose
involving money-making
schemes, to yourself. Work
quietly and success may come
_sooner that anticipated.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) (1211.-4.
Your love life may be
lagging now,- but in a-, few
'reeks things will be different.
the meantime, 4•S•our keep
sense of humor will keep you
- from being bored.
In other business, the group
swore in Mrs. Alberta Johnson
of Ashland as president. Mrs.
Kay Ann Wilborn, wife of
State Rep. W. Stephen
Wilborn, D-Shelbyville, was
named second vice president.
The new treasurer is Mrs.
Mafy Ann Johnson of
Somerset
-SAFETY
WASHINGTON' I AP) To
ensure that snow tires provide
the maximum margin of safety,
the Tire Retread Information
Bureau ( TRIB ) has recom-
mended some tips - for winter
tire care:
Snow tires should carry the
same inflation pressure as con-
ventional tires. For every 10-de-
gree drop in temperature, a
tire may lose a pound of air
pressure. Under-inflated tires
can cause erratic steering, ex-
cessive wear and nuke an en-
gine use more gas, advises
TRUK-
1=3 eat. -AM)
By Abigail Van Buren




I DEAR READERS: It. Fire Prevention Week again, and
I have had so many requests to repeat my column on fire
'prevention that It has become • tradition. So here it is, with
1- up-dated figures:
Last year, 10,074 Americans perished and 33,400
civilians, plus 106,100 firemen, were seriously injured in
3,513,000 fires.in Canada, 829 deaths were caused by 69,651
fires.
A large percentage of the dead were children, elderly per-
sons and invalids who had been left alone "for just a few
minutes."
The chief causes of fires, in order of the toll taken, were:
1. Smoking
2. Electrical wiring
3. Heating and cooking equipment
4. Children playing with matches





* 10. Spontaneous ignition
- The total fire loss last year was 46,064,000,000 in the U.S
and 4503,894,438 in Canada.
Now for some tips that could save your life:
Be sure your cigarette is out. Matches, too. Never leave
matches and lighters within the reach of children.
Don't run cords undoeragi or over radiators Where they
may get damaged. Replace a cord if it is frayed.
Never leave small children or invalids alone in the house.
Not even for a few minutes.
Have your wiring and .electrical installations done by a
professional. - •
Store oily rags and prints in a tool place in tightly sealed
metal containers.
Never use flammable liquids for drycleaning indoors.
Never smoke in bed.
Have a fire drill in your home to be sure everyone knsows
what to do in case of fire. Designate a specific meeting place
outside so you will all know who's outside of the house.
_ Remember: Firs satinguisbers put out 97 percent of all
fires on which they were used, and most large fires start as
small fires. So, invest in a compact. easy-to-use fire ex-
tinguisher. Keep it handy in your kitchen, or be prudent and
buy one for your cottage, car, boat and the back bedroom.
Some excellent smoke and fire-detection systems are
available to homeowners. Shop around, and buy the one that
suits your needs:, -
NOW, in case of fire:
• Ii you suspect fire, alert the rest of the household. But
first feel the top of the door. lilt's hot, don't open it. Escape
through the window. '
If you can't open the window, break it witir• chair. Cover
the rough edges with • blanket, sit on the window ledge
with one kg hanging outside and one inside, and wait far
belpY
The phone number of your fire department should ,.be
taped on every telephone. lilt isn't; don't fumble around try
hag to find it. Get out and call from IC at.ighboes house.
if you live in an apartment building, use the stairway
Ain'( take' • chance on the elevator. If it fails, you're
trapped.
• Once out, stay out. No treasure is worth risking your life.
It took les* than threeeninutes to read this column. Waelt--
- words it? I hope so.
'ARRY'NS y
-Minxes- bugging- yuu (ht ttf o Anat. "Ina
• 'unpublished reply write to Abbk: Roe 99700, Les Allee.
('el. 90069 Please enclose a stamped 115 rental self areee-
eavelopet11.
VIRGO
f-Aug-.14 to Sept. 231 nP
An unexpected stroke of
good luck can change the
outlook for liie_neat six
months. Rte alert to op-
portunities. _
LIBRA
( Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) liftrli
You can't burn the candle at
both ends without paying a
price. Slow gown - at least
until you catch your breath.
SCORPIO
Oct. 24. to Nov 7a)
Don't let a gloomy friend get
you down. Stay in good spirits
by keeping busy. Don't an-
ticipate problems that ma','
never occur.
SAGITIARRJS _irtic1;>
iNov 23 to Dec. 21)
Where financial in- '
vestments are concerned, go it
ilone. This is no tithe to woik
in partnership. A leas wolf
approach is biiiit. -
t 
CAPRICORN
Dec.22 to Jan.20) Va)
Look for an old debt to be
paid, an investment to payoff;
POO* theaceterbring you a _
prise. Good luck is definitely
yoty_s_ today.
AQUARNS
Jan, 21 to Feb. 19)
If you don't think clearly,
your love life could be corn-
plicated__hyan_ among/Mg -
alliance. It is best to sidestep
temptation.
MCI'S
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)"4r,
The unpredictable is sure to
_ happen. _ Enjoy- -----
delightful and unexpected
turn of fate Expect to be
pleasantly surprised.
YOU BORN TODAY have a
get for leadership and a lofty
idealism that makes others
follow you without question.
Your magnetic personalty
gives_ you' a charismatic
quality that others are fast to
spot and admire. You have a
strong sense of responsibility
and will-never fail-those who-
put their trust in you. You are
perceptive, extraordinarily
analytical, and so versatile
that you could succeed in
almost an_fiekt of your
choosing. careers In -whit-h -
you would find great hap-
piness include: the theater,
writing, painting, law or
business management. Birth-
date of . Harold Pinter,
playwright.
- 1975 King Features Syndicate, Inc
Solody'aMaAketPlioti CLASSIFIED ADS*IS
1. LEGAL NOTICE
SALE OF BOAT Pursuant to
K.R.S. 376.280 the following




Time: October 28, 1978, 11.00
A.M.
Place: Harbor Hill Marine,
R1. 3, Murray, KY.
Terms Cash on date of sale.
Purchaser shall be
responsible for removal of
property from premises
within 10 days of sale.
Boat may be inspected
during regular business




contact Holman Jones, 2T73.
13th , phone 753-3128. 
If You
Need Them:
























REDUCE SAFE 8. FAST
with Gtifiese Tablets & E
yap "water pills": Hoilland
Drug, 109, S. 4th. 















per month plus free
box trash bags. Starts
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ME WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
S. LOST F9UND 
114ALTegslinfaalarre, -11 REM. Wan 
BOYS 1978 Calloway County
H.S. class ring. Initials
J M,R, , Reward. Call after 5
pm, 753 7358 •••••
LOST, bast* steer with white
face in New Concord Area.
Call 7531755. 
6.-1:iftoNT
CO-0-K -CfsTANT >-N)l-y at-
Fern Terrace Lcidge, 1505
Stadium View Dr. Apply in
person onry, between 9 and 5. 
MAN WANTED for morning
hours only. Fine for a retired 
..ee, College carters. Can
753-3852. • )
NEED- DRUMPAE1Z and key
board player-for local band.
Call 3822547 after 5 pm. 
PART,- TIME job for person
with medical bisckgrouhd to•do-, medical exams for in.
streence companles. 507 737----
2218.
PART TIME EMPLOYEE-Must.. be willing to work
in person at Thom McAnn's,
Olympic Plaza. 
STUFFERS AND mailers




Box 21679, Denver4 CO 80221: 
SOMEOPa TO BABYSIT
one day a week on Thursday
for two small children. Call
753-8393.
WANTED COUNTER girl
morning shift. Apply in
person. No phone calls
please. Dixie Cream
Doughnut, 1006 Chestnut St. 
WANTED: Waitress and
cook. Apply in person at
Trenholms Rest., 1206
Chestnut. 
10. BUS. OPPORTUNITY 
EXTRA ti9V_Bi_earnS_ YOU.. 
S500- 'per 1000 stuffing en-
velwes with our circulars.
For information .write'. S 8. S
- Enterprises, 6750 Hetzler
Rd,, Middletown, Ohio 45042. 
YOUNG PERSON 18.35
years, old to work through
Christmas, must have car
and be willing to travel up to
150 mileS. Work 4 days a
week off 3 days. Don't. •
inquire unless you're ready
to go to work. Send ap-
plication, self snapshot to;,




stained glass windows? •
Lessons taught by qualified'
professionals. 10 hours of
hats uctions, $35. ' West -
Kentucky Glass Works, 759- -
COR R ELLE • Expressions,
all patterns, 20 piece sets,
$39.99 Wallin Hardware,
Paris, TN. 
CHAIN SAW chair's, A8 inch
pitch for 16 inch bar, 510.25,
20 inch, 511,99 and 24 inch,
$14.55. Wallin Hardware,
Pt-RE PL-AC E nCtosUres
with glass godrs and wire
mesh draw sereltrit. All sues
ahd finishes, 564.99. Wallin'
Hardware, Paris,•TN. 
F-0-11- SALE 11- X 10-- Wet




Gener41 Electric stove, S75.
Couclynd chair, $50. Call
753-7342.
-PtREWOOD any length. Can
753-4951. 
FULL SIZE WOODEN desk,
7 radial tires size 14, 2 coffee
_ctacron knit fabric, over 100
yards. Call 753-2594 after 6
Pm.
LOTS OF VIOLETS and a
few plants for sale. Also nice
TUT.
$25. Call 435-4397. 
MOBILE HOME anchoring
equipment now available at
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN. 
MUST SELL white 8 ft. truck
cap Livin g room suit ,like
with elderly lady. Call 753-
1841 or 7534911.
 ew -arrcr'W r5-3
FOR 5A4-4- 1973 KKS gleaner
combine-and both headers.
Call 7591130. 
TWO 47' BAZOOKA 8 "






sheeting for underpinning or
roofing. Ma rsh_s111._ Count/
MOnuments in Draffinville,
Ky. fiwy 68 at Purchase
Parkway.''"
27. MOB. HOME SALES 
2 BR 12 X 65 Mobile home, 24
X 24 family room. Call 436
2310 after 12. 
MOBILE HOME 12 X 65,
good condilon, BR; 1/2
bath, of extras. Call 759
4088. -
TWO BR Mobile- home. I1/2
43. RURAL ESTATE 
2 ACRES, with two haises,
-located on Hwy 444 close to
lake Just reduced to $14,000
DONALD R TUCKER
REALTOR 502 - Maple
Murray. 753-4342.- 
ARE YOU LoOk-UN6 for a• •
house- in the ounty.- but are.. .
on a tight budget? Take a
took at this twobedroorn, one _
bath house in IC irksey. It also
has a liviing room, nice •
k rfCtletT and- ettting area__
There is a large garage with
work area and for the tiner•-- -
upers a large unfurnished
upstairs that could easily be
made into a third bedroom.
Priced at $15,500 Phone
KOPPERUD- REALTY, 753--
1222 for all the information, 
3506. 
4 NEW MAG. Porished '
Aluminum wheels. 14 inch
with 2 L-60-14 Goodyear
white letter . tires, $160.
Phone: 753-7393. 
TREADMILL FOR in house
walking and joging. Call 753
7853.
110 V apartment size electric
clothes dryer, 550. 220 V
electric logs and stand, $35.
Bike rack for automobile or
truck, $7. Playpen, $5, bir-
dcage, $2, ironing board,
37;-hatry --watker; Wee- ---
truck camper, 5750. Call 753-
1566. 
16. HOME FURNISHINGS 
COUCH, 3 chairs, dinet set
with 6 chairs. Can be seen at
808 N. 18th. 
G.E. AMERICANA double
oven, electric. range, cop-




Hodge & Son, Inc.
205 So. 5th
-LADY KENMORE washer,
$75, excellent condition. Call
1975.  436-2292. 
1 13. INSURANCE 
HOMEOWNIRS INSURANCE
25% DISCOUNT IF YOU
QUALITY $EE WAYNE WILSON
FOR MORE INFORMATION.
_WILSON INSURANCE AND
REM ESTATE • 302 N. 12TH -
753-3263.
14. WANT TO !spy
GOOD USED Restaurant
kitchen equipment, all types,
also walk-in , cooler and
freezer:Call 753-447u. 
GOOD USED tin roofing. Cal
753-7386. 
OLD DOORS, unusuat or
Porcelian 'knobs, interior or
exterior. Call 753-6297. 
USED 200 AMP utility pole.
Call 435.4363. 
USED YELLOW Jenny Lind
baby bed. Call 489.2742 after
5pm. 
1$. ARTICLES FOR SALE 
AUTHENTrC MEXICAN
leather coats on sale now.
Sikes 31.42. Leather purses
on sale. Cal) 502-759.4084. 
CHIMNEYS ALL Fuel,
tripple wall pipe 6" X 30",
$17.88.- instulation kit, $26.95.
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN.
NEW COUCH for sale, small,.
tear in back, $200. Call 753
1717 ask for Hazel. 
RED PLAID -"couch and
chair, cocktail table and two
end tales. Call 436 2310 after
12.
17. VACUUM CLEANERS 
ELECTROLUX Sales and.
Service, in Paducah call 1-
443-6469. In Murray call Tony
Montgomery 753-6760. 
FOR SALE: Sears Best
Power-Mate vacuum
cleaner. 5 months old, ex-
cellent condition. 753-0584. 
IV SEWING MACHINES 
FOR SALE Used Singer
sewing machine, Zig-Zag, all
regular attachments. Sews
perfect, fully garented. Full
cash price, $39.50. Payments ,
cam be arranoed, call
Martha Hopper 1-354-6521 or
write Rt. S Benton, Ky. 
11. FARM EQUIP. 
FARMER SPECIAL; stock
prods by Shox Stock, model
E-24, $9.99, model HD-30,
$11.99, Sabre 6 model, $16.99. -
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN. 
FARMER SPECIAL, fente
controls by Shox Stock,
electric or battery op.






2 bedroom mobile, home. Located 2 miles
southeaSt from Murray. Includes: 96 x 230 foot
lot, central heat and air, fireplace, paved
driveway. 2 car 'garage, tool shed, patio and
much more. Must be seen to be appreciated,






For Sall By Owner
Call 11-412-7848
BARKLEY LAKE
Two level, 5 bedroom brick, two full
ceramic baths, huge utility roOm, 2
fireplaces, fully carpeted, kitchen with
built-ins, large lot. Two car detached
garage with nice guest apartment above.
Owner his other interest. Price
$110,000. 4;
Ohio Iralley,Real Estate




eyeleve4 oven, washer and
dryer, gas and electric heat.
All new carpels. Cal 759.4085
or 753.5816. 
12 X 60, 2 BR, extra nice. Call
1978 14' X 70 all electric, two
bedrooms, two baths. Can be
seen at Fox Meadows, B 2 or
call 436-2711 after 2 pm.,
$13,700. 
8 X 45 TRAILOR and lot, new
Mtlrarto pump-, 2300, make--
offer. Must sell, 20 hp
Mercury motor good,,shape.
Call 436 2516. 
28. MOB. HOME RENTS
2-BR TRAfLOR, 12 X 50. See
at Shady sOaks. No phone
calls please. 
UNFIRNISHED NICE
trailer for rent, central heat
and air, tv tower, water
furnished, couples only, no
Pets. Call 492.8348. 
10 X 50 2 BR, no pets, Stella
community, call after 5:30
/59,4059,120 pip $25 deposit. '
21. HEATING & COOLING 
FIVE ROOM kerosine fur-
nace with blower and
thermostat, $90. Call Jerry
Wallace, 753-6824.
HEATERS Electric, Mat.
thews 4000w., 4 stack, 534.99.




32. APTS. FOR RENT
1 AND 2 BEDROOM 4iar.
tments for rent Call 753-8920
before 12 noon. 
FOR RENT-SOUTHSIDE
Manor, Hud subsidized
apartments for the elderly.
One BR now available, rent




apartment, $125 per month,
heat and water included..
References and deposit, 602
Poplar- St. Shown 10 am to 2
pm Tuesday. 
34. HOUSES FOR RENT 
THREE ROOM house, stove,
refrigerator, air conditioning
oand carpet furnished.,
Available now. Call 753-5500
or 753-6200. ' 
TWO BEDROOM, Brick near
university. Available now,
No pets, Family only. Call
753-3942.










and ouf 'There are -2
apartments each with 2
bedrooms and bath.
Each apartment has
ran:e, disposal and new
Joe Kennon 436 5676
Bud Nall /53 4868
Pam Movie), 753 8624
Don Tucker 753 1930
BY OWNER, 3 BR brick, 2
full baths, heat and air,
refrigerator, stove, dish- /
washer arid -dre-pes Call
. -
BEAUTIFUL BUILD NG
lots in Kingswood, W ood
and Grove Heights ome of
these lots are ge ly sloping
S.' tat -- design,'
-Others level nd most are
wooded. B Id and save plus
save o city taxes. Priced
from c500. THE NELSON
















With The Friendly Touch''
Commercial Building,
151(1 $q. Ft. like -new
co cilltOon, 40 x 20 office
4rea;c1 V2 baths, 40 x 43
shop or storage area.
Well insulated, central
gas. heat, central air
condition. 2 acres of
land. Priced in the
. Majorr
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th.
MOBILE HOME LOTS for
rent. All hook-ups. Call 753-
9706. 
SPACIOUS Si ACRE corner
10/ for trailer between hwy 94
east and 2110 near East
Elementry Schutt Wooded
area on west side of lot Call





43. REAL ESTATE 43. REAL ESTATE
COUNTRY HOME Extra RARE FIND FOUND Ideal
4.4).144444,440___ for restaurant or Music barn
on large
that's loaded with charac-garage, fireplace, central
ter... wide stairway withheat and air and many nice
balcony and railing. Callfeatures: Priced in mid 40's.
LORETTA • JOBSLOCakted only minutes from













3 Bedroom, 11/2 bath, central
heat and air, red wood deck,
biffilt to F.N.A. specification
on Shady Lane ricer shopping
center, Call 753-3263.
Small farm within 3' 2 miles at
crty. Has 3 bedrooms, 1 1
bath, excellent baseboard
heat, good well, stock barn,
house is brick and stone. Call
753-3263.
151.11113 I te* Sarno
5 BEAUTIFUL ACRES in
New Providence. Private
drive to property which
includes mobile home and
older home which needs
repairs, Buy this and nave
that showplace you have











compress& supplied. 1215 -
38. PETS-SUPPLIES. .
AKC - REGISTERED" .
suitable for workshop, air







40 X 60 FOOT building:- Waldrop Realty
Wehnaraner pups. Dial 
Paducah, 898•21368 after 2:30
pm.
MALE REGISTERED
IRISH Setter, 11 months old.
Call 753-8836 after 3 pm. 
OLD ENGLISH SHEEP dog
puppies, AKC, 3 months,
$125. Call Hopkinsville, 1 885
1668
43. REAL ESTATE -.-
66-ACRES OF SALE in New
Providence community. Just
listed this farm which is all
fenced and CfgliklencetItYith
approximately 7 acres of
wooded land, 15 acres of good
bottom land and the rest in
Pasture Also on" lovely
hillside is well and septic
system ready for hookup
with traitor or new home All









2 BR, 1 bath honie
located on No. 16th
Street just 300 ft. of
lIss 121 hy-pitsa, lot
almost one acre, VIII
for business,
IIIIeekea4s A hentreqs Call
be kerrnon 436 5676
Pea *oft 414 -




located near the university
this home has, fireplace in
living room and is 'nicely'
decorated throughout with
attractive paneling and wall
to wall carpeting. This price
-is right for a fast sale in the












bedroom, 3 down & 1
or 2 up, baths,
flying room & kitchen.











At 1602 Calloway, Ilk* enact
with carefree akaaleat Whig,
completely rebut inside and
out. There art 2 apartments
each with 2 bedrooms and 'both,
lark apartment has range,
disposal and new skill, new Car
pet A really good Arco of con




4 8R brick in Westwc it. Double
garage, hest pump 2 baths,
carpet, greet room, eoderatsly




Nimmimilimaimeiwomp A cumF 
*ILL IV'S TERMITE & PEST CONTROL








Search thru this business for
the many advantlges it could
afford you and seize the
-ohportunity to-make if your-
own today.. business plus
fixtures and merchandise
.Do yourself a favor go look.
Call LORETTA JOBS
REALTORS at 753.1492
Fr LA L/ ORS
x.
_Vkith 12th at Sycamore__ _
__TELEPHONE 753-1161
Purdom & Thurman





TWO EXCELLENT lots in
-K-entarta subdivision-,--- on
blacktop road.Community




45. FARMS FOR SALE 
40 ACRES of good land. 28
-tenclebre-acres,-some-trmber;-
tobacco base, 2700 ft. hwy.
frontage, old house, log
smoke houte, many nice
building spots. I, mile from
Ky. Lake, New Concord area
$26,00CP Charles B.
46. HOMES FOR SALE 
2 BR BRICK HOUSE with 5
---atcres, 2 basement, 1/2
baths, all electric heat and
'air, also wood burning
fireplace. Located on hwy 94
E. approximently 12 miles.
Call 753-3761 after 4 pm.
$32,500. 
EXCELLENT I N -
VESTMENT, two bedroom,
'one bath home located on N
16th street just 100 feet off
Hwy 121 bypass, lot almost




FOUR ROOM house for sale,
carport, front porch, lot 50' X
75' for 56000 Or for rent $65
-par- -month_ in, Hardin. Cal/
y759-4084 ar 753-6714.---- --
REDUCED! MUST SELL,
white frame,. 2 bedroom
home. House -has basement,
electric stove, refrigerator
and dishwasher. Priced- in













come in and let us help
you to decide the best
method of deposing of
your property. List
with us today. Boyd-
Majors Real Estate -
7S3-8080 .Boyd Majors
Heal Estate, 105 N.
TWO DUPLEX LOTS for
sale at *reasonable price.
awn lots for a total price of
only $6500. Phone KOP-
PERUD REALTY, 753-1222. 
UNIQUE ONE, LEVEL,
Design " for easy relaxed
living! Master bedroom with
--sitting room and bath area,
den with fireplace, plus all
the necessities, located on
large country lot - perfect for





dual glide 1964, price, $1850.
Lots of chrome. Call 901-642-
- 17117: . 
1977 KAWASAKI 650. Will
take best offer. Calf 7594104
after 6 pm. 
YAMAHA 400-YZ racing
bike, $400. Call 489.2149.. 
100 YAHAMA, 60 Yahama
and motor cycle trailor,.best
offer. Call 753-8131 and leave
message. 
48. AUTO. SERVICE 
CAR BATTERIES, 36 month
, guarantee, 85 amp, 526,99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN.
49. USED CARS 
1966 CHEVELLE SS, 350
motor, nice. Call 345-2295 at
night. 
1970 CHEVROLET Impala,
4-door, steering, brakes, air,
radio, roof. Nice and
reesenebte-.-C-a-H-753-8585. 
1973 CHARGER, power
-Veering, brakes, air, AM.
FM casette-6E4)e, low miles,
$1600. Call 436-5366 after 7
pm. 
1967 DRAGSTER, has 446
engine which is in excellent
condition. Automatic with
power steering, has wide
tires and wheels, $800. Phone
354-6217. 
1977 DATSUN B.210, air, AM-
FM stereo, custom wheels,
good condition. Must sell.
Call 753-2414 or 753-0389. 
1970 DATSUN 240-Z. Call 753-
4502. -
1966 FIREBIRD, sharp, new
tires, Itynil top, new paint,
$1495. Call 436-5353. 
1971 GREMLIN-, 6 cyl.,




604 Sauna 1216 Shoat
lame Oft) 753494 -•••
Kaatocky 42871, •
1971 MUSTANG with air.
Runs good and clean, can see
at University Gulf. Call after
6 pm, 753-9828. 
NICE 1968 .FORD Falcon.
'Call 753-5984. - 
1972 PLYMOLTTH Valant, 2-
door, air, good condition.
Call 753-0737 after 5 pm. 
1478 PONTIAC Phoenix._ 2.-
door, sedan, low mileage,
.AM.FM, power and air. Call
et-4424. 
1978 VW SCIROCCO, silver,
air casette with AM-FM, 4
months left on warranty,
excellent condition. Call 767-
4474 
SO. USED TRUCKS 
1967 CHEVFMLET 1 ton flat
bed, dual wheels, 350 engine,
4 speed. Call 753-8500 after 7
pm.
WHITES CAMPER SALES.
Your local Star Craft dealer.
Complete line of parts and
accessories. Non-toxic
camper anti-freeze, $3.99 per
gallon. Located-4 miles from
Murray on 94 E. Call 7.53-
0605. • 
53 SERVICES OFFERED 
BEFORE WET,, cold
weather, white rock and
grade driveways. We have
any size limestone and pea
gravel. Free estimates. ,Call
Clifford Garrison, 753-5429
titter 4am.   _
BYARS BROTHERS & Son. 
Generalhome remodeling,
framing, aluminum, siding,
gutters, and roofing. Call 1-
395-4967 or 1 362 4895. 
.,BLUSH HOGG1h1Gc- -Worth
-Calloway and South Marshall
County: Hurry before the
rainy season starts. 753-2418. 
CHIMNEY CLEANING, bird
scrgent installed, minor
repair work by Cliff Heeget,






estimates. Call 759-4085 or
753-5816.
CAN'T GET those small jobs




Small concrete jobs, call 436-
2562 after 5 pm.
CUSTOM COMBINING and,
corn and soybean shelling..
Call 474.2384. 
CARPET CLEANING at
reasonable rates. - Prompt
and efficient service. Custom
Carpet Care. 489-2774. 
DO YOU need - stumps
removed from your yard or
land cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up to 24"
below the ground, leaving
onty s ost and-chipsCerti--
for free estimate, Steve Shaw




painters. Call 759-1228. 
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310 for
free estirnates for your
needs.
FOR ANNUAL or monthly
pest control service, call 753-




installed • per your
specifications. • Call Sears
753 2?10 for free estimates.
GET YOUR order in for lime
early. We haul from Reeds,
- Fredonia, and Three Rivers. -
Call I-3E2-2646. We also haul
sand and rock. Evetts
Trucking Co., Lynnville, K.y.
HOME REPAIRS: Storm
screen, regular doors and
windows, floors and roofs.
Also small plumbing and
electrical work. Call 753.2501






144SULATION BLOWN 04 bit--
Sears, save on these high
heating and  coaling bills. 




call Ernest White, 753.0605. 
LIG
and gas installaelbn, will do
plumbing. heating.and Sewer











Call Joe Jackson at Chuck's
Music Center, 753-3682 or 753-
7149 after 6 pm. • 
ROOFING, excellent
_references. call 75314E16 „
be-twee 7- 
,
-I- -am and 3:30'
ask for Shelley. 
WILL DO HOUSE keeping.
Call 753-7562. 
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements dry,
work completely guaran•
teed. Call or write Morgan
Consruction Co., Route 2,
47704: A, Paducah, KY.
42001. Phone day or night 1 -
WILL BABYSIT in my home
for people who live in Almo
_Heights or Hardin area who
work in Murray. Call 753-
0533. 
55. FEED& SEED 
.PLENTY OF GOOD -Fescue
and Timothy seed, cheap,
any amount. Call 753-5000 or.
753-5595. 
56. FREE COLUMN 
FREE:" Part Labrador -
retriever pups. 7 weeks old.
Call 436.5831 after 4:30. 




Frocia (Miller) Farris, born,
Calloway Co., Ky. 4-12-1873;
married, Allen Farris 1890;
died, 1924? Children believed
--to -be Md, vlrlr Dulll,2 Sharsti  
Thomas, . Kelly, Coveta,
Birdie. Preparing Miller
history. Contact Jane A.
Miller, 271 Williford;
Memphis, Tn., 38112. 
WANTED: SOMEONE to
clear driveways of snow .
through winter months. Call




NEW OFFICE HOURS -
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
PRICE HAIR CUT $1.50
Closed All Day; Wed.
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
PRICE SHAVE $1.25












Movie garden fee, sesur.
power and concrete tools and
ate.
153-5703
(This alphabetized page will run weekly - clip it from
the paper and save for handy reference)
Radio Cab Company
Taxi Cab Service
6 a.m. to Midnight










































Silver Fish & Shrubs
Kelley's Termite
&.Pot Control
too S. 13th St
Murray, Ky
- •
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*AGE 14 'THE MURRAY. Ky.. LEDGER & TIMES, Monday , October 1, firs
J.H. CIIIJK01111._
Born 1860. Founder the J.H. Chur-
chill Funeral Home 1886. Owner'
1886 to 1934. Partner 1934 to 1941.
RONALD W. CHURCHILL
Ronald W. Churchill born 1899
liscensed assistant 1921 to 4934.
Partner of 1.H. Churchill" Funeral
Home 1934-1941, and owner of
the funeral Home from 1941 to
•1971. Son of J.H. Churchill
Four generations of our family serving yours with Reverence, Sincerity, Dignity and Economy
CONFIDENCE.... The feeling of faith or reliance which people have in a company, organization or person and its products or
services ... does no( con overnight. like a tree, it grows slowly. In this our 93rd year of service to Murray and Calloway Coun-
ty. we continue to promote thal faith. We believe that this continued faith is due to public Confidence ... &confidence slowly
ac,iuired through these years by our repeated service of ...REVERENCE, SINCERHY, DIGNITY and ECONOMY.. Your confidence
is our greatest asset. We constantly strive to merit its continuance by the more efficient and more meaningful service made
possible by our modern funeral home.
1886-1890 1891-1918































































Remodeled Through the Years
TOMMY L. WALKER OWNER
TOMMY L WALKER
I am most grateful to the people
of Murray and Calloway County
for the confidence placed in the
J.H. Churchill funeral Home iq the
past 92 years. I have worked with
my grantlfather in this business
since 1967. Now as the owner of
the J.H. Churchill funeral Home
beginning our 93rd year my staff
and I pledge to continue the
dedicated service you have
received in the past.
OUR PRESENT
MODERN BUILDING
Telephone 753-2411
'
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